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Iraqi LaborUnions:Ao UntappedForce For Change
!By:JonReingoid!
Hassan J'uma is an impressive negotiator. As head of the 10,000 member Southern Oil
Company Union in Iraq, last December he successfully challenged the hiring and wage
policies of Al Khorafi, the Kuwaiti subcontractor for San Francisco based construction
giant Bechtel and Halliburton subsidiary Kellogg Brown & Root. The Southern Oil
Company Union first flexed its muscles against Al Khorali in October, when workers from
the union's Bergeseeva oil refinery in Basra launched a two-day wildcat strike. They literally dragged out the majority Pakistani and Indian workforce Al Khorali had imported,
demanding the company hire Iraqi workers to replace them.
Union members protested at Al Khorali's headquarters, and tribal leaders topped
off the strike by threatening to bomb the company's offices. Hassan J'uma's strong-arm
tactics paid off, and his union now controls access to all the Southern Oil Company's locations, barring all foreign workers and Kellogg Brown & Root representatives. Al Khorali,
which is the largest subcontractor in Iraq, is now doing its best to placate the powerful
union. The company is paying wages of $125 per month- more than three times the stateenterprise minimum wage level set by Paul Bremer, administrator of the Coalition
Provisional Authority. Al Khorali even donated wheelchairs, blankets, computers and
desks to the union and renovated a private hospital for Khorali employees, according to
Occupation Watch, an NGO that is in close contact with the union.
In the struggle to transform Iraq into a viable democracy, the Bush administration may be overlooking a powerful force for change: a long history of labor unionism in
Iraq, on which workers are already beginning to build. Right now they lace daunting obstacles, thanks to a 1987 Saddam-era law that bans unions and collective bargaining in the
public sector (with the exception of state-sanctioned Baathist unions, whose leaders
joined in Saddam's mass killing and torture campaigns). Since approximately 70 percent
of Iraq's economy is state-owned, most workers currently cannot unionize legally. Ending
the ban on unions will not solve many of lraq:s problems, but it may be a simple policy
change that could go a long way to avert disaster.

---------A

Secular Tradition in lraq-----------

Confederation of Free Trade Unions invited the Iraqi Federation of Workers' Trade Unions
to a conference in Jordan, 'to discuss ways and means to help and support Iraqi trade
unionists build new, transparent and democratic unions.• Presidents of the Iraqi Teacher
and Journalist Unions, as well as a representative from the Syndicate Union of Kurdistan
Workers, were also in attendance.
This fall, in Basra alone, workers mounted three strikes against occupation
authorities, demanding fuel, livable wages and clean water, according to Gene Bruskin of
U.S. Labor Against the War (USLAW). 'The right to organize is fundamental to democracy,• says Bruskin, a claim Bush would be hard pressed to refute. USLAW has made multiple visits to reconstruction worksites in Iraq in the last few months to observe labor conditions and educate Iraqis on the anti-labor stance of their employers.
-------------A

Common Cause------------

Now, the U.S. and Britain risk repeating history in Iraq when in fact they could be enlisting allies in their cause. Iraqi unions today are not calling for the hasty retreat of U.S.
troops; they want to see all Baathist elements crushed as much as the Americans do. Iraqi
unions even joined in the celebration of Saddam's capture. 'On 14 December 2003, the
Iraqi Federation of Workers' Trade Unions congratulated the people of Iraq and the world
on the capture of the bloody dictator and the manner in which he was caught'in his burrow near Tikrit," declared the Baghdad based union's press release. With the exception of
the remnants of the Baathist unions themselves, the trade unions today in Iraq are strongly anti-Baathist, and with good reason.
Unions in Iraq are a force for uniting the country, and avoiding the fractious ethnic disputes that could lead to civil war. While little demographic information is available,
the disparate locations of union headquarters alone suggest that membership and leadership cut across ethnic lines. Also, a recent major conference of labor unions and councils in Iraq was held in Baghdad on December 8, 2003, in which representatives from as
far south as Basra to the northern city of Sulaimaniya participated and hammered out a
draft new Iraqi Labor Code along with the outlines for labor legislation.
Another reason unions are a force for change in Iraq is that democratic unions
sow the seeds for other important elements in civil society, such as civic groups, women's
groups, and reliance on an electoral system. Legalizing unions now in Iraq will help
unleash not only the power of workers, but also other marginalized groups, while providing the tools for democratic government. Unions also have the potential to smooth tensions in the reconstruction of Iraq. For example, unionized workers could improve relations between the local population and foreign companies. Unions could also provide a
check on corporate excesses and promote transparency and accountability in both foreign
and Iraqi companies.

At the end of World War I, Iraqi workers wasted no time in forming oil, railway and dockworker unions in the fragmented country that Churchill had carved out of the desert, connecting the oil fields of three Ottoman provinces- Mosul, Baghdad, and Basra. Their hold
on the terrain already tenuous, the British occupiers responded with force. Repeated
strikes were quashed, often violently. Following six years of occupation, the British, armed
with a mandate to rule from the League of Nations, installed a monarchy led by the
Hashemite King Faisal I. He and his successors maintained the ban on union organizing
until a nationalist led coup in 1958, in which army General Qasim. assumed power.
Although a nationalist general, Qasim drew much of his strength from the
Communist party in Iraq, which had been growing in fits-and starts ever since a wave of
Not Wanted------------peasant uprisings started in the late 1940's. By the mid-1950's large numbers of soldiers -----------and officers began to join the very same mass movements that they were called on to suppress, and the Communist party responded by organizing a national committee for a sol- An untapped yet far from unskilled labor force awaits organization. Reconstruction, after
all, is not new to Iraqis, who rebuilt their country after the Iran-Iraq war, the Persian Gulf
dier and officer's union.
Under Qasim's watch, unions along with civic groups swelled in rank and num- War, and maintained the infrastructure through nearly 13 years of economic sanctions.
ber. By 1959, 250,000 workers had joined unions in Iraq; peasants had formed 3,000 vil- The combination of Saddam's ruthless tactics and the international community's
lage associations for 200,000 peasants; the Iraqi Women's League boasted 20,000 mem- response, conditioned Iraqis to work very efficiently and cheaply. The workforce draws on
a highly educated population (Iraq boasts more PhDs per capita than the U.S.), and has
bers and the Democratic Youth Federation 84,000 youngsters.
Qasim's 'progressive" autocracy was fleeting, however, and in February of 1963, no lack of engineers and well-trained laborers.
Yet according to a joint United Nations/Wolrd Bankreport released in October,
the Baath party, in alliance with a sect of the nationalist armed forces, and with the help
of the CIA, overthrew Qasim. In the wake of its victory, the Baath regime quickly launched 50% of the Iraqi population is unemployed. Instead of making a point of hiring Iraqis, the
a campaign to wipe out all Communist elements including union organizers, by jailing or Coalition Provisional Authority and U.S. firms that have won lucrative reconstruction conexecuting leaders. Fortunately, the new regime didn't last the year, and in November, a tracts are shipping in foreign laborers, at a much higher cost, citing security threats. In
coalition of pan-Arab nationalist and Nasserite army officers gained a precarious hold on addition to the security threat, the fact that companies can fly employees in for a limited
Iraq for the next five years. Unions reemerged and enjoyed relative freedom, mounting amount of time is appealing because imported workers' expectations are different than
wide spread workers' strikes against the government. Ironically, the strikes contributed to those of local workers. Imported workers expect short assignments, and are much less
the destabilization of the more tolerant government, opening a window for Baathist offi- likely to organize.
Of course, companies and the CPA prefer to emphasize the security threat. 'We
cers to stage a second coup in 1968. This time, it proved more enduring.
The new Baathist rule spelled the end of democratic trade union elections for the don't want to overlook Iraqis, but we want to protect ourselves ... From a force protection
next thirty-five years. Four days after the Baathist coup, the new regime arrested the exist- standpoint, Iraqis are more vulnerable to a bad guy influence," Colonel Damon Walsh,
ing trade union leaders and supplanted them with loyal Baathist union leaders. "The first head of the CPA's procurement office told the Financial Times in October. A Pakistani
elections to the official union, the General Federation of Trade Unions, that the Baathist manager of a catering company for troops in Iraq put it even more bluntly: "Iraqis are a
regime was forced to hold took place without secret ballot and in an atmosphere of intim- security threat...We cannot depend on them.' At his firm, Iraqis are only hired to do the
idation and reprisal,' according a history of the Baathist unions published by the Workers cleaning. For now, the high cost of foreign labor, due to transportation and housing
expenses appears to make little difference to contractors in post-war Iraq. It should make
Democratic Trade Union Movement in Iraq this fall.
a big difference to American taxpayers who are footing the bill.
What is enabling foreign firms in Iraq to employ so many non-Iraqis is Coalition
--------1984,
Except it's 1987
Provisional Authority Order #39, the foreign investment law that chief administrator Paul
When Saddam Hussein seized control in 1979, he built upon the Baathist tradition of Bremer signed in September. Order #39 permits 100 percent foreign ownership of busiusurping the unions as an instrument of state power. As part of his brutal purge of all lead- nesses in every sector, except oil and mineral extraction, banks, and insurance compaers and activists refusing to pledge total allegiance to the Baath party, he eradicated all nies. The fallout is that everything from public services to factories and telecommunicanon-Baathist unions. In 1987, the Baathist unions fully backed Saddam's Orwellian tions could be controlled, managed and employed by foreigners, a process which has
decree: 'From now on, the title 'worker' is abolished and all workers shall become official already begun. The order also stipulates "national treatment" for foreign firms, which
employees by the State ...As everybody is now a government employee, there is no more means Iraq can neither favor local investors or companies over foreign competitors, nor
need for trade unions." Interestingly, Saddam did tolerate private sector unions, albeit with require foreign companies to hire local contractors. The law is designed to encourage forcertain laws circumscribing their powers. The exception appears irrelevant, because, eign investment in Iraq, which lacks the local capital to finance major reconstruction projsince the 1970's through the fall of Saddam, no strikes are known to have occurred in Iraq, ects. But from the union perspective in Iraq, workers believe they don't need foreign companies to rebuild Iraq. Iraqis can do the job just fine own their own, thank you very much.
according to Political Risk Services, a well-respected corporate consultancy firm.
In reality, foreign companies are needed to provide the technology, materials and
But Iraqi unionizers are a stubborn lot. Determined to keep the idea of independcapital
to
rebuild Iraq now. The fact remains that Iraqis don't have the basic tools to do the
ent unions in Iraq alive, Iraqi union organizers went underground and formed the Workers'
Democratic Trade Union Movement, in 1980. During the next two decades this clandes- job, which include everything from work boots to cement. Part of the shock for unions too,
tine group reached out in search of solidarity. with unions abroad, particularly in the UK. It and the source of much frustration among ordinary Iraqis, is the lurch from a Saddam consuccessfully established contacts and received support lrom major British labor unions. trolled economy to a free market economy. Try finding a job for life with Bechtel in Iraq and
Today, Bob Crowe, general secretary of the Rail, Maritime and Transport union in the UK' you will be laughed at as you are shown the door. The result is that engineers, if they are
lucky enough to find a job, are mopping floors, and understandably, they are not happy.
is a vocal defender of Iraqi labor unions, as are major unions in South Africa and Italy.
To make matters worse, as Occupation Watch points out, Iraqis are finding it
hard
to
cope
with the steeply falling value of the US dollar. While the Coalition Provisional
Post-Saddam, The Reawakening
Authority paid an ex-Army Iraqi $60 per month, which equaled 120,000 Iraqi dinars two
Immediately after the fall of Saddam's regime, when British troops once again found them- months ago, now he earns only 60,000. Compounding the problem, food costs and other
elves in Basra, Iraqi unions reemerged. In May, they mounted a strike, calling for the right basic items in Iraq are rising, in part thanks to huge Kuwaiti purchases of dinars when the
currency was worth over 2,000 per US dollar.
o organize and protesting the appointment of a Baath Party member as mayor.

t2

In June, 400 Iraqi union organizers met in Baghdad, founded the Workers
Democratic Trade Union Federation and formulated plans to reestablish unions in a dozen
industries. Since then, a host of unions have materialized, including the Oil and Gas
Union, the Transport and Communication Union and the Construction and Carpentry
Union.
While the Coalition Provisional Authority is not heeding Ira.Ji union calls for legalization and bargaining rights, the international labor movement is taking a keen interest.
In mid-December, the International Labor Organization and the International
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FedsSubpoenaThree IowaPeaceActivists
The PATRIOT Act: Live and in 3-0

IBy:WoodyLitman I

On February 3, three Iowa peace activists were served with subpoenas ordering them to
appear before a Federal Grand Jury. Two days later, an additional activist was subpoenaed as well. Grand Juries are very secretive and the activists did not know what the
investigation was about or whether they were being charged with any crime. The story
became slightly clearer when Drake University in Iowa was ordered by the Grand Jury to
turn over all documents related to an anti-war conference held on the campus that the
activists had attended in November. The Court wanted a list of those who participated and
all the information the university had on the student chapter of the National Lawyers Guild
which had put on the conference. Drake was also issued a gag order to stop it from dis·
cussing the subpoena. Indeed, no one would have known of the inci·
dent if a copy of the subpoena had not been leaked to the Associated
Press.
The subpoenas stoked fears the that government was harassing peace activists because of their political beliefs. A publicity campaign was launched by the Catholic Peace Ministry {the organization to
which the activists belonged), the National Lawyers Guild, and othe.r
organizations. After the story ran in several major papers and had been
the focus of a large letter-writing campaign, the subpoenas were
dropped and the gag order lifted.
These actions have done little to stem the fears. "I'm con·
cerned that if we see this type of activity, people will become more afraid
to join organizations that are perceived as activist or involved in dissent
or protest,' Michael Avery, President of the National Lawyers Guild, told the National
Catholic Reporter. There has been no confirmation that the investigation that spawned
the subpoenas has been discontinued. The NLA is demanding that the reasons for the
investigation be made public. When the subpoenas were withdrawn, a US attorney stated that the investigation was related to trespassing at the National Guard headquarters in
Des Moines.
One of the actions that occurred at the conference was a planning session for a
non-violent civil disobedience action at the National Guard Headquarters. The next
Saturday, about 70 people attended a demonstration at the National Guard. A few chose
to engage in civil disobedience by crossing the perimeter of the Headquarters and were
immediately arrested. They were detained shortly while their court dates were set before
being released. Similar protests had occurred at the Headquarters before and prior to the
subpoenas; there was no indication that this case was being treated any differently than
the others.
·
When the PATRIOT act was passed, civil libertarians pointed out that its vague
wording allowed peaceful protesters to be prosecuted as terrorists. Ominously, the sheriff's deputy who issued the Iowa subpoenas was part of the FBl's Joint Terrorism Task
Force. The Justice Department has denied that the investigation was anything other than
a straightforward prosecution of the November trespassing incident. But activists wonder-

if that was the case, why whould the Grand Jury need such extensive documents about
the NLG and the conference that had very little to do with a fairly trivial instance of civil
disobedience?
Even if the government had no intention of prosecuting the activists, the mere
issuing of the subpoenas served to intimidate those with anti-war beliefs. And the knowledge that the government might want your name if you happen to go to a conference that
discusses possible non-violent civil disobedience- even if you weren't even at the demonstration· is chilling. It might encourage mainstream peace activists to stop associating with
those who advocate peaceful resistance- effectively ostracizing people who contemplate
civil disobedience and splitting the peace movement in two.
This would not be the first time that Grand Juries have been exploited
for political goals. During the sixties and seventies, Grand Juries were
widely used to investigate lawful political activity. There are very few
rules governing what a Grand Jury can and can't investigate, and what
evidence is inadmissable.
It is unclear exactly who issued the subpoenas. Was it simply an overeager local official, or was it part of a bigger scheme? The speed with
which the subpoenas were withdrawn once t~ey were made public is
evidence that the federal government had little heart to back up whoever issued them. But many people agree that governmental surveillance
of peaceful activists is not uncommon. A few months ago, the New York
Times published a leaked FBI memo that ordered local police to gather
information on peace groups. During the FTAA protests in Miami, it was clear that anti·
globalization groups had been the subject of police surveillance and infiltration. Many people witnessed an incident in Miami in which what appeared to be a fight between several
protesters turned out to involve undercover police, who pulled out tazers and stunned
some people before retreating behind the police line.
There has also been at least one other recent case of the government seeking
information on an entirely peacefal conference. On February 2, two Army Intelligence officers showed up at the Law School of the University of Texas and demanded a roster of
the attendees of a conference entitled: "Islam and the Law: The Question of Sexism." The
organizers of the conference said that no such list existed because the conference was
open to the public. The officers did not say why they wanted the roster. According to
organizers, the conference had nothing to do with foreign policy. They also accused the
officers of intimidation after being informed that no roster existed. The Army has said it is
conducting an investigation of the incident.
Such incidents have provoked the fears of civil libertarians that we are entering
a new age of governmental surveillance and harassment, similar to the red scare of the
fifties, and the COINTELPRO operation in the sixties and seventies. Others trust that the
Army had a perfectly good reason for demanding the roster, and sleep better at night
knowing that the government is keeping careful watch on the peace groups.

Something's Fishy In Bard Theater
Bard's production of Eve Ensler's The Vagina Monologues turned out very differentlythan
its director and cast originally intended. Julie Rossman, its student director, hoped to
stage the now-familiar show in a fresh and unconventional way. "I wasn't going to direct it
the way a lot of people do ... l find the show dated. It doesn't have the same effect it used
to. It's become very preachy," she said. Her directorial concept included a "human vagina
sculpture" which, in addition to initiating the performance, would be used as.a transition·
al device between sets of monologues. Julie hoped that this technique would emphasize
and reinforce the show's major themes in a way that was true to the spirit of the show
while also being startling and original.
Not everyone agreed. According to Julie Rossman and other cast members,
Shelley Wyant, the production's faculty adviser, appeared at the final dress rehearsal on
February 11 and called a stop to the performance halfway through. "She hadn't been to
any rehearsals," said cast member Lucy Kaminksy. Julie confirmed that Wyant had failed
to appear at a single rehearsal prior to the final dress. "She kept asking me if she need·
ed to be there ... ! felt very confident...it was clear to me she didn't want to come. She was
talking as if she wasn't invited, which was never the case." Then, according to Julie and
cast members, Wyant demanded that the production be stripped back to its basics. She
vetoed the "vagina sculpture," she replaced the red couch on which the actors were to sit
with stools, she cut most of the light cues, and she requested that the acting be "toned
down." This last direction was not adhered to, but the first three were.
"The thing we got to keep was the group orgasm bit," said Julie, referring to the
famous "moaning" monologue during which, as per Julie's direction, the entire cast simu-

IraqiLaborUnions
---------

IBy:Len Gutkin I

lat~ an orgasm. "I understand why ]N~~~ §.be ·
aus she loves the
Vagt na Monologues; she thinks the wo'rds are very powe
.
o
a er o a c;i
vision and someone does something different it's very strange. I understand why it was~
jarring ... ." According to Julie, Wyant claimed that the production had strayed too far from
the official boundaries established by Ensler. Julie, on the other hand, claims that Mara
Bond, the producer, was thoroughly familiar with Ensler's rules and said from the begin·
ning that Julie's vision was within those rules. "I didn't have someone telling me no; on the
contrary, I had someone telling me yes."
When asked about the incident, Wyant said, "We [Julie Rossman and Shelley
Wyant] were both responsible for not communicating enough, and we both take responsibility. I have respect for Julie as a very talented young director." Julie, too, acknowledges
that she shares in the responsibility for the communication failure.
All of the cast members the Observer talked to expressed anger over the lastminute nature of Wyant's changes; some believed she was concerned about her reputa·
tion. "It's not necessarily the cuts, it's the principle. This woman came backstage and basically censored us. I was really angry and confused about that," said Lucy. Jessica
Herzfeld said, "We didn't break any of the official rules .. .it was just not Shelley's vision.
Which it wasn't supposed to be. It was supposed to be Julie's .... lt was just a big struggle
because nobody knew she had anything to do with the show." Evan DiMario said,
"Because of [Shelley], I don't want to be a theater major." When asked whether she'd want
to work with Wyant in the future, Lucy responded, "Not after the unprofessional behavior
she exhibited on Wednesday night."

Continued
frompage2

Legalize While There is Still Time----------

Any cursory analysis of Iraqi labor unions and the reconstruction process would tell you
the two are irreconcilable because of their competing interests. Unions favor job security
and livable wages while most companies in the rebuilding are operating on short-term
contracts. It is not a question of merely job creation. Jo.bs are actually being created at a
fairly brisk pace, but they are short term, and it is very doubtful job creation will be fast
enough to satisfy demand in the near future. Moreover, the ·currency shortage will only
continue to exacerbate the wage demands of workers and stall ~ocal business growth.
Of course, currently, the most important industry of all in Iraq and the one where
unions have already demonstrated their strength is oil. According to a report in the Wall
Street Journal on January 7, senior advisers in the CPA are leaning toward the creation
of a new state-oil company for Iraq, in no small part to dispel notions that the U.S. occu·

pied Iraq to control access to its oil. If the oil industry remains state-owned in Iraq, Iraqi
oil unions are liable to pressure the government for not only the right to exist, but for bet·
ter wages, benefits and long-term job security. Most likely, labor relations in the oil sector
will serve as a model for other industries in Iraq, whether they provide a positive example
or not.
It is in the best interests of the Bush administration and the Iraqi people to legal·
ize public sector unions in Iraq, not because it will magically solve the jobless problem or
even fully appease disgruntled workers, but for another reason. Unions are spreading in
Iraq despite their continued prohibition, but just like the growing unemployed in Iraq, they
will turn violent when ignored. Worker demonstrations in Iraq during the last century have
demonstrated they have the potential to promote great stability in the country or great
instability. Legalizing unions is the first step to channeling their power as a force for good
in Iraq. By permitting unions to grow in a legal, democratic fashion, that is one Iraqi institution that will serve as a unifying force in the decisive months and years ahead.
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PhotosGet Lehi~hConservatives'PantiesIn A Bunch
What are panties rea y for anyway?

The recent photo exhibition of Bard professor Larry Fink at Lehigh University has sparked
protests from students and conservatives. The exhibition, entitled "The Forbidden
Pictures: A Political Tableau", is a set of five color photographs satirically depicting lookalikes of top political leaders, the most prominent photo featuring a jovial George W. Bush
look-alike casually fondling the breast of a laughing woman.
The
exhibition
has
caused a strong reaction
both on campus and off.
Many conservative students
are disturbed by what they
consider to be a liberal bias
on the part of the faculty and
administration. The Lehigh
Chapter
of the College
Republicans has issued a
statement officially protesting
. the placement of the photo•-:
..,/'?i graphs in the university's
· ·•:;;•Maginnes Hall, home to
...many of the schools arts and
, science departments.
The
president of the College
Republicans states that the
group is primarily concerned
with the chosen place of
exhibition and not with the
political slant of the photos:
"This has nothing to do with free speech. Our objection is that the exhibit is housed in the
nonpartisan home of the political science department," says Neal Hoffman, president of
the College Republicans. "It's just intimidating to students of one ideology to see their
leader as a drunk, lustful guy in Maginnes Hall ... lf it has a place, it's in a more neutral
place •· like the Zoellner Arts Center."
Off-campus, members of the conservative organization Grassfire.org are
encouraging people to call Lehigh University to protest the exhibition; there have been
over 1,000 calls to the university so far. "To show the president groping a scantily clad
woman is offensive and inappropriate," said Steve Elliot, president of Grassfire.org.

!By: Joyce

"We're not saying there isn't free speech, we're just asking the university to do the decent
and honorable thing and take the picture down."
The Lehigh University administration has refused to take the exhibition down.
Richard Viera, the school's curator, has defended his choice of placement, saying that it
is meant to promote discussion. "Universities are a forum for diverse ideas and intellectual challenges," he said. Other faculty members have been supportive as well, encouraged by the level of· ..
discussion the exhibit has excited: "If this
gets any kind of discussion going about
freedom or responsibility, it's a good
idea," says Robert
Matthews, a political
science professor at
Lehigh. "This is a
university,
not
a
church."
The photographs were originally set to run in the
New York Times
Magazine as a fashion
spread
in
9/16/2001, but were
pulled
after
the
events of September
11, and subsequently deemed as inappropriate and too
critical for the time. The photographs were inspired by a school of paintings of the 1920's
Weimar Germany, especially Dix, Grosz, and Beckmann. Fink hoped to draw attention to
the actions and intents of the executive administration with his tableau, asking in his
artist's statement, "They are free. But the ever-evolving question is, are we?"
"Forbidden Picturesn will continue to run until April 12, at the Dubois Gallery, Marginnes
Hall, Lehigh University. View more online at www.Juag.org.

ave

Fissures Emerge In Bush Coalition
IBy: Ethan Porter
I
Despite having raised an astonishing $150 million before the
Democrats have even selected a nominee, the Bush re-election team is experiencing significant early difficulties in maintaining the coalition that brought them success in 2000.
/il
The explosion of federal spending that has occurred
lZ>under Bush's watch is a major concern to fiscal conservatives,
while social conservatives are disturbed by the President's
stances on several issues, most notably gay marriage.
Libertarian Republicans are disgruntled by the slow erasure of
basic civil rights. Furthermore, a high-ranking military official
has indicated to the Observer that John Kerry might prove to
be quite an attractive candidate to military personnel in a general election.
At the recent Conservative
Political Action
Conference, held in Washington, D.C. in late January, a number of prominent fiscal conservatives, including several
Congressman, expressed their disapproval with the Bush
administration's profligate spending haj)its. Congressman
Mike Pence, who gave the keynote address at the conference,
said that "the ship of conservative governance has gone off
course."
Fiscal conservatives certainly have a long litany of
complaints to draw from. Federal discretionary spending has
increased at an annual rate of 27% since Bush took office, a
number which surpasses the Clinton years. The No Child Lett
Behind Act represented the largest expansion of the
Department of Education since its creation; the recent
Medicare bill was the largest "entitlement'' passed in nearly
forty years. The federal deficit is expected to reach half a trillion dollars by the end of this year.
As a result of all this, fiscal conservatives are less
and less confident about the man they so eagerly voted for.
This sense of dismay and confusion was summarized in an email sent by an executive member of the right-leaning
Heritage Foundation to syndicated reporter Cal Thomas.
"As a mom who is trying to teach my children about
conservative values, the vision of our Founding Fathers and
how faith in God- not the government- is the answer, how do I
explain that federal spending has increased more under
George Bush than it did under Bill Clinton? How do I tell them
how important it is that we work to get Bush elected and then
explain that they will be for the rest of their lives paying for
huge government programs?"
Unlike fiscal conservatives, social conservatives (i.e.,
he Christian Right) were not overly enthusiastic about Bush's
ampaign in 2000. But a lack of support from the Christian
Right this time may doom Bush's re-election chances. Many
ocial conservatives are outraged by his ambivalence regard·ng the homosexual marriages that are currently being perormed in San Francisco. They are also incensed by his
mbiguous support for a federal amendment that would "preerve the sanctity of marriage."
Homosexuality is not the only issue that has prooked the Christian Right's ire. Bush has proposed an $18 milion budget increase for the National Endowment for the Arts,
hich conservatives take to mean that the federal government
ill be spending $18 million to fund Robert Mapplethorpe's
areer. The "No Child Lett Behind Act'' was interpreted to be
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a return to the pre-Reagan days of federal control over local
education. The Act was championed by Ted Kennedy, the
antichrist himself in the minds of many bible-belt conservatives.
"If there is a rerun of 2000, when an estimated 6 million fewer evangelical Christians voted that in the pivotal year
of 1994, then the Bush ticket will be in trouble, especially if
there is no [Ralph] Nader alternative to draw Democratic votes
away from the Democratic candidate," Robert H. Knight, director of the conservative Culture and Family Institute, recently
told the Washington Times.
Libertarians who normally vote Republican are also
having trouble acquiescing to the Bush administration. Just
like liberals, their main issue of concern is the PATRIOT Act.
Representative F. James Sensenbrenner (R-WI), chair of the
House Judiciary Committee, has virulently opposed the
PATRIOT Act, and has said that renewing it in 2005 without
subjecting to careful review would happen "over my dead
body." Congressman Bob Barr, a tried-and-true conservative,
is now serving as a "privacy consultant" for the ACLU, and has
told several publications that he thinks many conservatives
might sit out the upcoming election. At the aforementioned
Conservative Political Action Conference, several speakers
denounced the PATRIOT Act, and the ACLU had a booth for
the first time.
What about the military, Bush supporters ask- surely
support for the administration is steadfast among those whose
strength and prowess the President never tires of asserting?
Perhaps not. A high-ranking military official currently stationed
in Europe told the Observer that if John Kerry is the
Democratic nominee, he might siphon away military votes
from Bush. It seems that, in the eyes of combat-weary men
and women, Kerry's three Purple Hearts might trump Bush's
questionable National Guard service.
This official qualified his prediction on a number of
conditions. "If Kerry chooses his running mate poorly (I doubt
he will), he could torpedo his possible support from service
members. Bush, on the other hand, could possibly see a boost
if he were to change his running mate," he said. The official
went on to say that Bush could potentially benefit by replacing
Cheney with Powell.
He then highlighted a factor which he believes has
been neglected by the press: "the Mrs. Clinton factor. If Kerry
is elected, that means that Mrs. Clinton won't be able to run in
2012. I'll let you draw your own conclusions on the support this
could bring to a certain candidate from military members."
Disdain, if not outright hatred for the Clintons still preyails throughout the entire military, the official said. Note to
Democrats: if you have any intention of winning the support of
the military this November, make sure that the Clinton name is
not on the bottom of the ticket.
As Election Day approaches, George W. Bush is sitting comfortably atop a bottomless treasure chest, yet he is
having trouble transforming money into a cohesive constituency. Admittedly, there is still enough time before the election for
all of this to change, and for all of his soldiers to fall in line. But
Karl Rove must be working through a lot of sleepless nightsworking, and worry.
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with .whom he was·· implicated Jo ari.,extramarital
affair, not only debunked the circulating rumors of
!heir affair, but also denied ever interning for_ lhe
Massachusetts Senator in the first place, Less than
two weeks after a series of now seemingly false
teads surfaced, Ms. - Polier, in a statement to Ihe
Associated Press·, asserted that, ..Tnever had a rel_ationship with Senator Kerry and the rumors in the
press' are completely false."
_
Major aj~c;lia outlets hesitated to cover the
story 'lriitially, even · after Matt Drudge's Drudge
Report.ran a ·claim that Senator Kerry worlsed to
fend off news squrces' allegations fhat he. had "prodqed,. a formiir !rtem to leave the'country after he
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ltone can measure the strenglh of a.·scandal iri the length 9f -a candidate's response, then
Senator,Kany•s'~cent trouble-, addressed in a singfe
sentence, does not really bode badly as Wesley
Clark Implied when.he said that t~e campaign would
"implode over an intern."· Instead, John Kerry steams
ahead, onto $uperTuesday, where his status as the
front-runner. will either solidify or waver, As for
Alexandra Polier, Senator ~erry even has hervote.

Mock Debate Goes
Swimmingly; Botstein's Hat FructoseCorn Syrup On
Ma
1sy:
Ali Church
Shines IBy:LauraBomyea1
1
When President Botstein sauntered into the
MPR last Wednesday night, I realized that
the only thing cooler than watching a group
of Bard students represent big name presidential hopefuls was Botstein's amazing hat.
Seriously, that was one hot cranial adornment. If you haven't seen it, I advocate setting up a tent outside his house in anticipation of a chance to view it. It is truly the
eighth wonder of the world. That said, the
Bard Democrat- sponsored debate was still
pretty spicy. Club heads Adam Langley and
Ethan Porter should be proud knowing that
their event was overshadowed only by our
president's fantastic head wear.
The audience filed into seats as the
14th president of Bard College made his way
to the podium. I followed the hat through the
audience, up the aisle and to the stage and
when it finally came off, I knew something
cool was in the process of going down.
Our intrepid host, now bare-skulled
but still as classy as ever, introduced himself
and the candidates with a flourish. The format of the debate was as follows: each candidate had one minute to spout off his opening remarks, followed by a period in which
Botstein asked questions to all of the candidates, followed by a period in which Botstein
asked either a general question which only
two candidates were allowed to respond to,
or a question directed specifically at one candidate. During the question periods, candidates were asked to explain or discuss
everything from the war in Iraq to gay marriage, NAFTA, tax cuts and the environment.
Next was a period in which candidates were given the opportunity to ask
questions of the other candidates, which
opened up the floor for a bit of mudslinging
and general smearing of character, particularly by the unpopular but realistically portrayed President George W Bush, played by
the composed Alex Weinstein, and his most
vitriolic enemy, Senator John Kerry, played
by the astute Ethan Porter. Shortly after,
time was allotted for questions from the dwindling audience, which proved to be by far the
most debauched and rowdy part of the
debate.
The fiery and freshly shorn Noah
Weston represented Governor Howard
Dean, whose recently rescinded candidacy,
along with that of General Wesley Clark, represented by the masterful Konstantin
Medvedovsky, had little effect on their presence in the debate. In his opening remarks,
General Clark outlined his academic qualifications, describing in great detail his multiple
masters degrees and his achievements in
the academic and military worlds. As far as
his dropping out of the race, I can only wonder why a man with that glossy a resume
couldn't figure out how to play the political
process to his advantage.
Bard's own Alaskan import, the
expressive Woody Litman, represented the
Reverend Al Sharpton with as much gusto
and charisma as a small white man can
muster. All were impressed by Litman's
grasp of Sharpton's obscure metaphors and
off the wall comparisons. In his opening,
Sharpton explained what sort of president
America needed. "Most politicians," he said
"are thermometer politicians." He explained
that they check the thermometer periodically
and when something goes wrong they

change their opinions to better reflect what
the public wants to hear. "We need a candidate that will go to the thermostar he said,
"and ii he doesn't like what he sees, he'll
change it." Sharpton, of course, believes he
is that candidate.
Matt Rozsa, in the spirit and character of John Edwards, described his idea of
America, wherein the son of a mill worker
can become president of the United States.
And in case the audience didn't get it the first
time, Edwards reiterated that he was the son
of a mill worker and he was running for president of the United States.
Although the opening line of his
speech was "26 years ago I bankrupted the
city of Cleveland," one of the most well
received candidates was Dennis Kucinich,
played by Gabe Nichols. Though Nichols
bears no strong resemblance to the SOsomething vegan, the candidate's views
were quite realistically portrayed.
The majority of the debate was
focused on the candidates, yet Botstein
made his presence known. About halfway
through the debate, after examining the first
three empty rows of chairs up front, Botstein
reached out to the audience. "Come sit up
here," he begged, "it's a little bit lonely."
Apparently his hat, despite its strong resemblance to an adorable fuzzy animal, wasn't
enough company for him.
The audience participation period
proved ·10 be quite entertaining indeed.
Perhaps it was the Mongolian Grill they had
eaten for dinner, perhaps it was as a result of
sitting too long in marginally uncomfortable
chairs or perhaps it was simply an overexcitement about political discourse, but
whatever it was, something made the audience particularly feisty. After asking Kerry,
Edwards and Kucinich how they defined a
marriage versus a civil union, the frothing
audience member exploded in such an angry
retort that Botstein had to beat him down like
the disru'ptive anarchist he was. Well, sort of.
At any rate, all of the candidates
seemed quite well prepared. The unpopularity of a few of them had little to do with the
portrayal and a great deal to do with the
views they were obligated to present. At the
close of the debate, President Botstein commented on the accuracy and skill with which
the students emulated the real candidates. "I
think it went fabulously," he said, explaining
the difficulties of this type of debate which
focuses less on the topics and argument and
more on the candidates' image and platform.
"A real debate is an ongoing argument," he
said, but he was impressed by the students'
ability to adapt to the format and to represent
unpopular views. "They did extremely well,"
he stated on his way out the door. I admired
his hat for another moment before turning to
congratulate the candidates on a spectacular
performance.
On my way out of the MPR, I
reflected on what I had heard. Howard
Dean, in his closing statement urged the
audience to support any candidate that
opposes Bush. "We can't sustain the Bush
administration," he said "And even though
my candidacy will not last another day- and
it hasn't- I think I would've made a really
good president." And so goes politics, I suppose.

March 17-20:
Ghanaian Performance
Group Comes To Bard
(dance, music, theater, lectures, etc)
Sponsored By African and African Diaspora
Studies
Contact: Allison Hobbs, ah977@bard.edu

When was the last time that you took a
look at the ingredients of your food? I
don't mean the nutrition facts, I mean the
ingredients. Vegans do it more often than
most, but even they, like the rest of us,
tend to ignore what is in our food. As we
eat more and more processed foods, the
ingredients seem to get stranger and
stranger. Ironically, with all the attention
to nutrition facts, Americans are getting
fatter and fatter. While it is easy to blame
carbs and television, nutritionists have a
very different idea. Hidden (not so
deeply) in American processed foods is a
sweetener called high fructose corn
syrup. The next time you drink a soda or
use ketchup or open a can of soup, check
out the ingredients. First will likely be
water, but undoubtedly second or third on
the list you will see it. As a matter of fact,
it is everywhere. Frozen foods, cookies,
yogurt, bread- all contain high fructose
corn syrup as their second or third ingredients.
This inexpensive sweetener
began to flood the American food supply
in the early 1980's. Derived from, yes
corn, but more specifically com starch,

"When scientists perfected
the process of converting
corn starch into sugar in
the early 1970's, they created a product so useful in
the growing processed
food industry,that the use
of high fructose corn syrup
increased 4,080 percent
by 1980."

1---------------

this sweetener's popularity in food directly correlates with the rise of obesity.
Health experts do not deny that this
sweetener makes us fat, but only recently has it been accepted that it is more
than the quantity of food that makes us
fat. It was previously believed that it was
not the sweeter itself, but the larder portions that make us fat. People would eat
larger portions of processed foods,
because the high fructose corn syrup
made them cheaper. This is also known
as the super size phenomenon, where
fast food restaurants realized that there is
less than one hundredth of a cent cost
difference between a medium and a
super-sized soda, and another minimal
cost difference in the fries, but that consumers will pay up to a dollar more for a
super-sized meal. Since there is no more
of the expensive meat in the larger meal,
there is no more nutritional value- other
than empty calories.
Simply having more calories,
however, does not completely explain
why high fructose corn syrup makes us
fat. The metabolism of the fructose in our
bodies causes this. While sucrose and
glucose are able to be metabolized by
every cell in the body, fructose can only
be metabolized in the liver. Fructose
metabolism takes precedence in the liver
over all other functions, causing the liver
to virtually shut down until all the fructose
is metabolized. The fructose also causes
the liver to release increased levels of fat
into the blood stream in the form of "bad"
cholesterol and triglycerides. At the same
time, the liver, unlike the cells in the rest
of the body, does not stimulate the pancreas to produce insulin or produce leptin. Both insulin and leptin act as signals
to the brain to turn down the appetite and
control body weight. Fructose also does
not appear to suppress the production of
ghrelin, a hormone that increases hunger

and appetite. Unlike the other sugars,
fructose does not let the body know that it
is full, and therefore people continue to
eat. When high fructose com syrup is in
snore of the processed foods that we eat,
rapid weight gain can occur, and our bodies are tricked into wanting more food.
Fructose is a naturally occurring
sugar found in fruit, among other things.
Table sugar, (sucrose), is a mix of about
fifty percent fructose and fifty percent glucose. Most nutritionists agree that it is the
addition of high fructose corn syrup in
almost all processed foods, not the fructose itself, that is leading to problems.
High fructose corn syrup mixes easily,
acts as a preservative, prevents freezer
burn, is sweeter (and therefore less is
required to sweeten), and is more than
twenty percent cheaper than conventional cane or beet sugar. When scientists
perfected the process of converting corn
starch into sugar in the early 1970's, they
created a product so useful in the growing processed food industry, that the use
of high fructose com syrup increased
4,080 percent by 1980. Therein lies the
problem with high fructose corn syrup.
While table sugar does not have significantly less fructose, it is found in far less
foods. As Americans eat more and more
processed foods, they are consuming
more and more fructose and more calories.
The United States government
will not recognize this problem, partly
because they helped to develop ii. In the
age of federal subsides for farmers, especially corn growers, the United States has
developed a remarkable problem. While
people in other nations starve, we in
America have a tremendous surplus of
com. The US government decided to
solve

this problem

by developing

new

uses for corn. We now see corn byproducts as an additive in gasoline and as an
artificial sweetener.
What can a consumer do? Cut
down on your processed food consumption, and look for products that are still
sweetened with good old fashioned
sugar. II you are a lover of sodas and
snacks, try natural alternatives sweetened with sugar, or go overseas. The difference in taste in Coca Cola in the US
and Europe is the difference in high fructose corn syrup and sugar. If you are
going to be eating processed foods, do
not wait for your body to tell you that you
are lull, eat a reasonable amount of food,
and stop. Most importantly, READ THE
INGREDIENTS. Foods still exist with
sugar. And don't think that just because
you get your food from a health food store
it is any better. The USDA's organic standards currently allow corn syrup in products labeled organic. Processed foods,
even natural and organic ones, are still
made with ingredients and processes that
may not be good for your health. Veganvegetarian- natural- organic- or not: read
the label and eat unprocessed whole
foods. Your body will thank you and so
may your weight.
Information for this article came from the
following sources. For more information
see:
Fast Food Nation: The Dark Side of the
All-American Meal, Eric Schlosser.
Houghton Mifflin, 2001.
Food Politics: How the Food Indus!
Influences Nutrition and Health, Marion
Nestle. University of California Press,
2003.
Falland: How Americans Became th
Fattest People in the World, Greg Critser.
Houghton Mifflin, 2003.
"Sugar Coated/ We're Drowning in High
Fructose Corn Syrup. Do the Risks Go
Beyond Our Waistline?" Kim Severson
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EdwarQs and Ker~y H~ad Back to School
They w1/lleave no child behind. Senous/y. Hopefully. Maybe.

Tuition at public fou-year colleges has increased 50 percent over the last ten years, but
incomes and financial aid have not kept up. State budget cuts in recent years have forced
public universities to raise their tuition. Both John Kerry and John Edwards have crafted
plans to help students pay for the rising costs.
John Edward's plan to make college more affordable is called College for
Everyone. If a student enrolls in a community college or a public university, the state will
pay for the first year of tuition. All the kid has to do is log in 1O hours of community service a week. John Edwards believes that a part time job improves a student's performance
in college. On his website, he's quoted as saying, "For myself, there was no way I was
going to waste my education when I was paying for it by unloading trucks and working on
road crews."
John Kerry's plan for higher education involves offering a tax credit for college
students and trying to bridge budget deficits. His College Opportunity Tax Credit gives
families with college students a $4,000 tuition tax credit every year. Kerry also has a plan
called Service for College, where students could earn the equivalent of their state's four
year public college tuition in exchange for 2 years of public service. Kerry will help states
struggling with budget deficits resulting from Bush's economic policies with $50 billion to
stop the education cuts and tuition increases across the country.
oth Kerry and Edwards recognize college as a great equalizer and believe that
students with a degree are more likely to succeed, etc. Yet by attaching public service

jBy:ChristinaRosettiI

requirements to their plans they're implying that attending college isn't already a public
service. If I've learned one thing in college, it's how to criticize America simply by comparing it with France. In France, the higher education system is mainly public, which
means that the tuition fees are almost fully funded by the state and students have to pay
only a small fee of about 200 dollars. This is because the French believe that when a student chooses to educate themselves they're doing the nation a public service. When you
consider that a person with a degree earns an average 30-40 per cent more than a person without, most students would pay for their degrees by paying their income tax.
In an article for The Chronicle of Higher Education Kerry said that "The greatest
weakness of the American higher-education system is what I see as our nation's inability
to fully recognize that investment in higher education represents an investment in our
human capital and in our young people." When I encountered a Bard student outside of
Kline smoking a cob-pipe with a copy of Ulysses under his arm, I asked him if he believed
his college education was making him a more valuable resource to society. "While I
believe that it is inherently opposed to the core values of education to attempt to assign
arbitrary value judgments on the basic human action of cultivation of the intellect and
imagination, I believe that my education has helped me develop a fuller cognization of the
manifold threads of social interaction which constitute both the failings of our society and
its virtues," he responded. Indeed!

jBy:Gus Feldmanl
I want to begin this G-Spot by pointing out the apparent irregualrity of this column. Before
I set off this article I want to throw in a disclaimer: the G-Spot is like brie at Down the Road,
you never know when it's coming and it's always a suprise when it's there. And I write this
because I never know when to expect it either. Sorry Mattos, that's just the way it is.

Sweeny, the CEO of Chartwells himself. Wow! My childhood hero in my own dorm! This
was obviously a big event. They even had excessively enormous scissors to triumphantly cut a phatty red ribbon. I didn't stick around to see who got to do the honor, but I'm sure
the whole display was akward.

One last little preamble: Bard professors, Its a mixed bag. Some of them are undoubtedly life-changing. Life-changing in the sense that they can drop paradigm-breaking notions
like conjunctions, and in the sense that if you work-it they'll be writing you letters of recommendations for the next five years. On the contrary, some of them are a blantant waste
of your tuition. I need to take this oppurtunity to express that Kristin Bayer is the farthest
thing from the latter. If you've ever had a class with her you know what I'm talking about,
she's everything that Thomas Keenan's cracked-up to be (no disrespect to Keenan, I'm
just saying that he has an explosive reputation. The man does good work). If you've never
had a class with her, that sucks for you because she's only set-up to be at Bard till the
end of the year. We as students can change this. If you've taken or are taking a class with
Kristin, or if you just have absolute trust in my discretion, immedietly drop an e-mail to
Michelle Dominy compelling her to hire Kristin for next year.

If this was such a celebratory occasion, how come no students were invited? In fact, the
only sort of notification the college extended to students was a measly flier on the door of
Manor saying that the lounge was going to be closed on Sunday night so ServiceMaster
could clean it for the Cale's Grand Opening. This makes me wonder, whose interests are
really being fullfilled with the opening of the cafe?

WAlright, I'm done. Let's kick this:
WHO STOLE BARD'S LUNCH MONEY?
Today I got the oppurtunity to ride one of the new shuttles. I'm sure most everybody has
seen them by now. They're mad chic, they're tinier..,l'm no physicist, but they look more
aerodynamic than the former bulkier shuttle, and oh, lastly, they smell like fish. Maybe cod
to be more specific, well, at least this last one I just rode on did. I'm praying that this was
a singular, isolated incident and that they aren't all running on bio-cod oil-diesel mixtures.
Or damn, maybe I do want that.
But regardless to the smell or the aerodymancy of the new shuttles, they signify a new
expediture of the college. Whether you determine the new shuttles beneficial or not, this
is where our tuition is going. The new shuttles are just one of the cornucopia of new
expenses Bard has acquired since intercession. Among them are wireless internet systems and sensor-activated urinals in the Campus Center. But for the qulk of this article I
want to discuss the most appearant allocation of our tuition that has emerged since intercession:
The Manor Cafe
Alright, I've heard Botstein's criticism of student distaste with the cafe that he uses to
immedielly discredit dissenting students. The Boss says that students were previously
protesting the absence of a north campus cafe and now that we have one, students are
protesting its presence. Maybe Botstein needs to recognize that the student body is not a
singular, homogenous, like-minded entity.
I, for one, am not completely opposed to the cafe. Even though I would rather see the
money allocated elsewhere, I do eat breakfast there every weekday morning (shit ain't
open on the weekend) and I gotta admit, the food has got a couple notches up on Kline.
The amount of food one gets through the ABC card swipe meal exchange is miniscule and
when you eat lunch there, all the good food is exempt from meal exchange. Flank steak,
swordfish fillet, smoked salmon omlet? It seems pretty clear that the Manor Cafe was constructed primarily in the interest of complimenting the PAC.
Another grievance a lot of people (primarily Manor residents) have with the cafe is that
during its construction, power outages and walking up in the morning to find that there's
no hot water became common occurances. Would you put up with sporadic power and
water outages if you were living in a $600/month apartment? Hopefully not, but since Bard
is a "non-profit" (remember Leon pockets $200,000+ annually for his salary
[guidestar.com)), educational institution Manor residents are expected to deal with it. But
on't worry, Res-Life made up for the semester of Manor's sub-normal conditions by
hrowing Manor/Mannex residents a party! They even got us sushi and pizza! All of which
as gone within 10 minutes.
Even though it had been open for more than a week, last Monday was the official grand
pening of the Manor cafe. I happened to be there eating my 11:00 breakfast in my pajamas (I live in Mannex) and socks. Linda, who works in the cafe, has since informed me
hat I have to wear shoes. I was getting my usual tofu breakfast burrito when I noticed how
nderdressed I was. Surrounding me was a plethora of middle-aged white men who I had
never seen before, all wearing delicately tailored suits. Not before long, the whole upperrust of the Bard administration poured in. I started conversing with Jim Brudvig and Jon
Kelly Jr., while seeing Leon, Dimitri, and the like convene in the former dormitory lounge.
im informed me that among the finely dressed men that I couldn't identify was Steve
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While on my way to class the other day, I ran into some friends working for B&G. They
were preparing the construction of the two-hundred room expansion onto Robbins. They
were saying that the massive room expansion, being set to extend off the side of Robbins
reaching close to Mannex, is going to accomadate the overflow of students. Several of
them even concurred that this will be necessary once Bard kicks all students out of Manor.
What! It looks like the rumor of Manor becoming a bed & breakfast is not the mere chatter of paranoid students. B&G workers, the people that oversee all construction and
mechanical transformation on campus, were attesting to these speculations. Wow, the
thought of a Manor Bed & Breakfast...it seems that everyday Bard is becoming less like
an educational institution and more like an amusement park for aristocratic, "cultured" liberals.
But since there still are students residing in Manor, the objective to have the Manor lounge
serve as both a dormitory lounge (ready to house Melon Grant lectures and workshops,
parties, ol' fashion sittin' 'round the fireplace, reading, etc.) and a dinning room for the
cafe, has proved itself to be a difficult task. For the first days of the cafe, tables and chairs
were occupying the previously vast and open wood floors, while the door to the lounge
was locked. Since then the door was left open, but the tables and chairs still stood, preventing the lounge from being what it was. This past weekend, though, marked achievement in making the space serve both purposes. There were parties in the lounge on both
Friday and Saturday. Miraculously, most of the tables and chairs were placed elsewhere
(Im' not exactly sure where). But unlike last year, parties in Manor Lounge no longer come
without a price. After having booked the lounge three weeks in advance, LASO president,
Casi Kolbjomson, was informed by Student Activities, at the last minute, that she or LASO
was expected to .pay a $50 fee to the Aramark corporation for cleaning the space after the
party. Casi tried to tell Student Activities that getting ServiceMaster/Aramark to clean the
space was unnecessary because the LASO crew was willing to tidy up. Student Activities
insisted that this $50 is mandatory when holding events at Manor Lounge, because they
cannot ensure that students will execute a satisfactory cleaning job. Due to her resilience,
Casi "I dont take shit from no-one!" Kolbjornson evaded the fifty-dollar fee. But in the
future, you may not be so lucky.
Alright, Bard pays Aramark $1.5M annually for their custodial and management services,
and students and clubs still have to feed this Philadelphia-based mega-corporation fifty
bones if we want to hold an event in Manor? I'm sorry, I'm not too hot on these Aramark
cats right now. They are ripping everyone off, their workers, the administration, and us,
the students. Just to give you a taste of the extent to which they are degrading our institution: every year the annual payment Bard forks over to Aramark has increased due to
COLA (Cost Of Living increase, COLA increases are usually around 2-4%). Meanwhile,
the hourly base rate for the Aramark janitorial staff has not altered for 10 years. That's
right, the starting wage for Aramark/ServiceMaster workers in 1994 was $9.30/hr, the
same that it is today in 2004! The 1994 contract between ServiceMaster and SEIU
(Service Employees International Union, they represent both ServiceMaster/Aramark and
B&G workers), stipulates that the base wage for custodians was supposed to undergo an
annual increase of 4%. This increase was never enacted, and conveniently any language
referring to the COLA increase was absent from the 1997 contract. By not enacting the
COLA increase, the Aramark/Service corporation has pocketed $1.3M over the course of
1O years. This is almost the amount of money Bard annually pays Aramark. Bard isn't getting its money worth. The office of Jim Brudvig pays Aramark/ServiceMaster more and
more, while custodial workers never see any of these annual increases. Due to the 1994
contract, if you are a Aramark/ServiceMaster custodian working at Bard for ten years or
more, Aramark has literally stole more than $33,000 from your paycheck!
Simultaneously, we see the Aramark corporation keep their workers in economic stagnancy, cheat Bard by demanding more money every year and then not allocate it to where it
is needed, and lastly now they want to skim some more dough of the convocation fund.
We as students, we as an institution, we as workers, we as a community cannot let
Aramark bully us around like this. Stand up to Aramark. Don't let them touch the convocation fund. Hold parties in Manor, but refuse to pay the $50 clean up fee. Trust me,
Aramark can afford it.

arts/ entertainment

FreshmanYear Success

!ByHenryCaseyI

Last year, the first quarter of the year was terrible for hip-hop. 50 Cent's horrible album Get Rich Or Die
Trying hit stores and almost sold a million discs in its first week. 50 is a horrible MC, the album was over
hyped, but for some reason Dr. Dre found it proper to bless 50 with amazing beats. Thusly, "In Da Club"
took_off with a fury comparable to H~ward Dean's screams of the states he'd go on to lose. Now in 2004,r;,wet-HOU'Se?rod~IMC
the f1r~tmaier hip-hop album _wasChicago native Kanye West's The College Dropout, and it's amazing. lt's$hind hit:$for Jay~Z ~s
lead single ":hrough Th~
was not the club burner tha_t"In Da Club" was, and Kanye sold half thedlb l<wt'!ll,
NeUy·&~
··
amount of units that 50 did in his debut week. "Through the Wire" 1smore of an earnest, better in your head·mak-Out p~
phones record than something that the SUV's and drop tops will want to rock. Yet again, the public has 3
•
....
proven their ignorance and lack of taste, because West's The College Dropout is ten times the best record'
that 50 could ever put out.
What makes Kanye different from other rappers? Well, he's the hip-hop equivalent of a
singer/songwriter, a rapper/producer. All the beats are from Mr. West himself: from the hyperactive march,
ing band drums supporting "Jesus Walks," to the violins on "The New Workout Plan," so hot t~ey could evenotU\$ HJP¾,;'r{SB'.0'¥\f.,t
,,
get Sally Struthers or Starr Jones to get on a treadmill. While 50 built up his fame through Dre's beats,; & ,i,1 ~?i.!ir
Kanye is doing it for himself and succeeding. The song he did with Twista, "Slow Jamz", is also on this ..
alb~~· and I'm glad it is because I was not going to buy Twista's album Kamikaze. The song 1sa welcome
·
add1t1onon this record though, as we all know the song has a great beat, and Kanye delivers the ffl'st
·
Michael Jackson joke that does not have to do with pedophilia or Jacko's nose that I had heard in a longl4 VMa·n O W.HOU
time, "She's got a light skinned friend, look like Michael Jackson / She's got a dark skinned friend, look likell!'W,~J~
2lt,U3,4
Michael Jackson." Delivered over a slow and soothing beat, Kanye has put himself on a level of funny menlll~J!>!fflffl!?-!foL.
in modern hip hop with people like Redman, Eminem and Ludacris. But in modern day hip-hop there is no rapper/producer close to his plateau.
When I first saw the South Park movie, I realized there was something amazingly funny about children cursing or saying something completely inappropriate. On the chorus of the first song on the album "We Don't Care," Kanye has children backing him up singing "We drug dealin' just to get by." While you're laughing to yourself thinking of six-year
olds singing this, don't forget to pay attention to the lyrics. Kanye attacks the government for cutting funding to schools, "you know the kids' gonna act a fool / when you stop the programs for after school/ and hey DCFS, some of them dyslexic /they favorite 50 Cent song is '12 Questions.'" It took a second for me to get it, but I thought it was quite a good joke
when it sunk in. Kanye's lyrics manage to not just be funny and shocking, but actually thought provoking, a level of satire only found on programs like "The Daily Show" and "South
Park.'
Something else that makes this album stand out from others is that while he manages to have the album be on par aurally with the rest of the rap world, the album manages
to sneak in just as much critique of modern hip-hop as high minded rappers like Mos Def or Mr. Lil. On •All Falls Down," Kanye puts a mirror up next to the bling bling obsessed rappers of the industry to show the ridiculous vanity and mock the fake illiteracy in hip hop, •Man I promise, I'm so self conscious / That's why you always see me with at least one of my
watches/ Rollies and Pasha's done drove me crazy/ I can't even pronounce nothing, pass that ver-say-cee! / Then I spent 400 bucks on this/ Just to be like 'nigga you ain't up on
this!" After hearing that, I think Sean Combs and Chingy might have thought about staying home and learning the arts of speaking and dress attire.
The title of the album, The College Dropout was something of a concern to me, would the album be anglicizing or
demonizing college dropouts? It might seem that the former is true on this album. On a few tracks, and more so on skits,
Kan ye shows how useless and expensive higher education can be. On "Little Jimmy Skit," a boy talks about how he's happy
he got degrees and how his dad left him his own degrees, because now that he's homeless he's got something to sleep in
at night. And on •All Falls Down," he raps about a female college dropout, "She has no idea what she's doing in collegp I
That major that she majored in don't make no money/ But she won't drop out, her parents will look at her funny I Now, tell
me that ain't insecure/ The concept of school seems so secure/ Sophomore three years ain't picked a career." I think the
point is not to demonize college, just to make the warning not to waste your time at college and only attend and pay all that
money if you think it will help you in the job market. Another piece of information that helped me to this conclusion was that
on HipHopSite.com, Kanye posted that he has already picked out names for his next albums. The titles (Late Registration,
Graduation and Good Ass Job) seem to be leading to the idea that the dropout doesn't stay out forever.
The album does have some problems though. Firstly, one third of the tracks are skits and after the first few times
you've heard the album you start to reach for the fast forward button. I admit that the skits are decent, but half of them could
be dropped and the album would not suffer greatly for it. Secondly, the mixing on a few tracks has the choruses overshadowing the verses like on • All Falls Down," where Selena Jones' soulful chorus hides some of West's words so far down that
they might be in that hole where Sadaam was in waiting for his Mach Three Turbo. And finally, the final track "Last Gall" is
a very lengthy and somewhat self-indulgent history of Kan ye, something I thought was taken care of on "Through the Wire."
These issues aside The College Dropout is still the album to beat so far in 2004. Tight rhymes, amazing beats and a
song that can even get me, a Sunday School dropout, to chant "JE-SUS-WALKS-WITH-ME" without even thinking about it.
Finally, as a side note, I have to note that this album has one of the best liner notes booklets I've seen. From all the lyrics,
to a fake yearbook faces page with shots of all the guests on the album, from the good (Mos Def), the badass (Talib Kweli)
to the ugly (Jay-Z and Twista). Cop the album in stores if you can, it's out now.
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Sandlerand Barrymore,Again. And Again,,,
I
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:and the fascinating career of Adam Sandler. Just when you think the man is forever going to be a symbol of Satur-:
:day Night Live stupidity and B-Ust movies, he surprises you. Everyone loves Billy Madison and Happy Gilmore,:
:not because of any value within them, but because they are hilarious and absolutely have no point. His flops like;
;Little Nicky and Big Daddy proved that people were getting tired of his infantile humor and constantly repetitive:
~okes. But Adam Sandler is not dead. With little hits such as the Wedding Singer and Pun'ChDrunk Love, the man:
:that was best known for his Chanukah song was showing some talent. Not a lot, mind you, but a little. He coul~
:be heartwarming as well as silly, strangely thoughtful as well as immature.
:
:
50 First Dates is a cute little romance story that, although basically a 'chick flick," has plenty more to:
:offer than just that. With the charismatic couple Drew Barrymore and Sandler back at it, they paint a quirky and:
;bittersweet story about a man, Henry Roth, who is afraid of commitment and the woman, Lucy Whitmore, who:
:Steals his heart. Unfortunately, she has a condition in which leaves her unable to retain short-term memory. She:
:relives the same day over and over (a la Groundhog Day) and just when he thinks he makes a breakthrough w!th:
:her, the day starts over and he has to start at square one. Commonly known as the man who makes her love him:
:every day, Sandler brings out the heart of this strange Henry Roth and shows a devotion to this tragic, charming:
.
:
:girl that is simply beautiful.
I'll be honest though, it has its share of silly moments. A vomiting incident, Rob Schneider getting the;
:
:Crap knocked out of him by Barrymore, and a few odd moments with the hilarious Sean Astin (putting up his hob-:
:bit shoes to play her kooky steroid-obsessed brother). Overall though, this comfy little comedy has all the sweet·:
:ness of a sugar cookie, with an aftertaste of tears when Henry realizes that his love will never wake up one daY:
:and remember everything. There are times when you want to laugh and want to cry, without knowing which one:
:
)is more appropriate. I truly recommend this movie to all fans of Sandler, and all fans of romance movies!

Hello' it's Henr~·c;s~y·,·-~d-it~-~--~f
.th·~--A~ts··~~~i·E·~t~·~t~·(~·rr;~~t·s~~ti~·~··;;~~;
~~
reading. Last Wednesday night, I left a bag in Down the Roadat around midnight. In that bag were a pair of my shoes and my 15 GB iPod. The iPod had
a pair of Sony Earbuds attached and on the "Abol:Jt" area on the iPod it will
say "Henry Casey'siPod". When I went to the CampusCenter, first thing the
next morning, the bag was under the info desk, the shoes were in the bag but
the iPod wasn't there. If you have it or know who does, there is a fifty dollar reward. My extension is 4903. My email address is hc625@bard.edu.
Please help me.
February

24,

2004
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ObsessingOver Sa11thern
Sa11lPart2
IBYChrisKonkerl

Southern soul singers in the 1960's met a demanding, two shows per night tour schedule with various one or two day stops to record. A typical singer would come out with two half
hour-length albums per year. Many soul albums don't hold together well as anything more than a collection of singles, and the singles weren't even new, but covers of hits other soul
singers had already had. What then really makes a southern soul album stand up today? The lyrics are very focused, but taken alone, remain vastly uninteresting without extensive
use of the imagination. The great soul singers themselves, Redding excluded, never had time to compose or arrange new material while constantly on the road. The subject matter
is outdated, too. There are really three, but perhaps four things that make southern soul music stand up today.
It all starts with the singers - Solomon Burke, Joe Tex, Wilson Pickett, James Brown, etc. The improvisatory singing
is still completely unique and sets a high standard for trying to really communicate a message through singing a song. Zelma
Redding, Otis' wife, called his style "begging". Solomof) Burke and Sam Cooke were very conversational. Cooke e_venadmitted to a shocked friend that he emulated Louis Armstrong. Wilson Pickett, besides being able to scream actual notes, was
the smooth soul crooner's alter ego, the predator, midnight hurter, all-night lover, midnight mover, all-night groover, midnight
teaser, real soul pleaser, midnight creeper, all-day sleeper, midnight rover, "have to look things oooohva!", howling out to all
the representing "gherls with them mini-skirts on. I like it! I like it!" Generally, "Wicked' seems to be the resident braggadocio for those who like gutter soul. Sam Moore of Sam and Dave has always had a rich tenor voice and generally can still do
anything with a song, and has had a lifelong obsession with preaching because of what he saw Sam Cooke do to women in
the fifties that way. He shared the insight that what makes compelling interpretative singing is to perform the song just outside of vocal range so that it has some extra edge to it.
Preaching. This lies at the heart of the second lasting aspect of soul music - the emphasis on community. 'Sing
this song with me: Singers always do this, but it is a more casual hint these days. In southern soul music, it is endlessly
suggestive and vulgar. The practice is crucial to southern soul music, perhaps more than to any other style, but is always
expressed in something simple like "say yeah", or ·scream!" For example, James Brown is a ringleader and wants the audience to inspire him to tear it up. Basically, getting the audience involved only really works and is inspiring on record if there
is audible and visual proof that James Brown is working his ass off. So when James Brown sings, "I wanna hear you say
OWWWW ... !", everybody does it, and he says • ... and I believe my work will be done.", that's what he's talking about- giving to take and vice versa. And also the contemporaries of southern soul played almost the same songs, delivering the same
message in almost the same way, A whole lot of competition came from this format, because one would think that only the audience reaction to the performers could measure who
was better. Pickett, after learning to dance, was very confident that he could top Sam and Dave. Apparently, he failed spectacularly. By all accounts, nobody could top Sam and
Dave. Otis Redding summed it up well in a remark to his manager: "Don't ever make me go on after those motherf*****'s again."
The bands make up the third aspect. Booker T. and the MGs are the best-known example. Time is tight indeed. Hammond organ, twangy guitar, bass, drums, trumpet. and
alto saxophone were the essentials to a soul band. The Hammond organ really defines this music for its gospel roots, but every other instrument becomes a purely rhythmic device.
These bands are funny, because although the soul singers were black, the bands were generally composed of hayside southern white guys who were, as white southern soul music
writer Dan Penn said, "obsessed with black music." Steve Cropper, the guitarist for the MGs, is perhaps the quintessential soul guitarist. However, a more famous example is Jimi
Hendrix. He cut his teeth during the early sixties as the guitarist for Little Richard, and shared many of the same influences as Cropper (T-Bone Walker, Johnny Jenkins). The Monterey Pop Festival of 1967 was a curious introduction of southern soul music to pop audiences. Hendrix, as well as Janis Joplin and the Who, are renowned for putting on show-·
stealing performances, but another who doesn't get as much press for it was Otis Redding, which was probably the most remarkable feat, considering the definitely un-hip lime green
suits that Otis and the MGs came onstage wearing. He made sure it was the love crowd he was singing to, and when it was affirmed, he sang what may be his most heart-wrenching song, "I've Been Loving You too Long to Stop Now." It was a breakthrough that night for both him and Hendrix, but it is mentioned often that Hendrix and his sponsor Brian Jones,
were in tears and reverent to Redding when he came offstage. They were on drugs of course, but it is appropriate since it was Redding and southern soul who needed such support. Hendrix obviously didn't, driving the crowd to frenzy by setting his guitar on fire.
The Monterey Pop Festival was a remarkable musical event of the era, much more of a representative concert of stylistically diverse performers of the 1960s than was Woodstock. Between soul music, British blues-based rock n' roll, and acid rock from California, Hendrix was an almost magical culmination of all three styles. Southern soul music had a
straight descent after Redding's death later on in 1967. This history of the music that so often seems the stuff of myths is the fourth factor that keeps a southern soul interest a valid
pursuit. For me, these four factors are the seeds of this fascination. The obsession is starting to fade, but I will always wish I could have been around back then to see these amazing performers.

IByLacy PostI

m
e p ut aug at t e irony o sIttIng own at my aptop to wnte a ut t e en
and the City - the show in which Carrie Bradshaw sits down at her own laprop to write about the end of each episode. Almost every show can be wrapped up in
1a few of Carrie's seemingly effortless and instinctual one-liners. I don't claim to pos15essthe gift of coming up with a way to capture the themes of one show, let alone trying to reflect upon 6 seasons.
I could write this article pretending to be an unbiased and rational fan, but
~hat would be deceiving you. In reality, I crossed those lines seasons ago. I've always
ended to get way too attached to my favorite shows, like I did with My-So-Called-Life
and Felicity. Yes, that's right, I believed Felicity was my best friend. When I visit the
icity and I pass Dean & Deluca I find myself pointing out to friends, "Oh this is where
jFelicity worked" and then catching myself soon enough to smile like I'm joking before
jmy insanity is revealed. Just because I haven't searched for Carrie's apartment off
!Madison Ave. doesn't mean that I never will.
:
I kind of refuse to believe the characters on this show aren't real. They can't
1
~e fictional, they're my friends. When the show ends, instead of crying 1ike the rest of
l'.he fans, well I'll be crying too but I'll also be battling a nervous breakdown over abanonment issues. I'm no tan. I'm a fanatic. They won't just be ending the show, they're
eaving me and I will simply have to stalk them on DVD, pretending things are the
ame. But deep down I'll know they aren't
From now on, Sunday nights will be lonely. From now on, when I hear someone order
,a Cosmopolitan it will be a little difficult to stop myself from bursting into tears. From
\now on, I will have to pause in front of shoe stores to point out the pairs of Jimmy
!Choo's Charlotte would have liked and Manolo's Carrie would have bought. Admitted~y, I sort of do that already, but it'll be with more sincerity and nostalgia.
But for serious, I'm going to miss these girls and their adventures. It's going
'to be tough times without their input on boys, converting religions, jury duty, the
jHamptons, break ups via Post-Its, therapy, pets, abortions, committing fraud to use a
jSWimmingpool, weddings, pregnancies, fashion, gambling, the hippest new cocktails,
funerals, throwing great parties, earth-moving issues, and let's not forget sex.
cant
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ve a , te evtsIon wI e osIng its most a u ous our nen s, an its st mo e o
true friendship. Who knows if the gap Sex and the City leaves will, or can, ever b
filled?
I leave you with the most important rules Carrie, Samantha, Miranda, an
Charlotte taught us ...
- Manhattan women do NOT go out in public wearing a scrunchie.
- The digestion of wheat grass does not automatically improve 'funky spunk.'
- The reciprocation of tukkus lingus is never an obligation, under any circumstances.
- The true test of a relationship is how much more you're smiling than frowning.
- Getting over someone takes half the amount of time that the relationship lasted.
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MADNESS

IBYKateWatersl

m,e"cro:nogirl'swerectiarming,

charismatic, oeautirul;'a 'little oingy,ancl' alittl'e spar!<f'y"'rounotne edges astne niglit cl'rewon".'" Tiiere were shining 1igliisaria smoke and'it relt7ikel
a movie set (if you believe in the movies). because there were go-go girls there. And if you ever fall in love, that is what it feels like, over and over again.
I
Stephanie was from Brooklyn and said that although she had been out of college for some time now, her vagina would wear nothing. She showered Bard in a glittery cloudl
f praise regarding how clever, humorous, super friendly, fun loving and inclusive we were. "You guys are silly but have the balls to have heart: But in New York City hearts werel
plastic, she said, and there were a lot of zombies ... ah Valentine's Day. But wait, I like plastic. We sat for a minute over fake roses and wisps of Parliament dancing by; she saidl
he wanted to get out of America and go to New Zealand. Humanitarian work, is her calling, after her Masters in Media Management. She found the music industry frustratingl

h~:~~~i~r~~~c~sa~i;~

~~f~~:~t:~\igh
school and college and mused ab~ut how in the 1970's go-go and discot~!fPHWWi'i@Wi'M@Wfa@H'iWWH:WWWK:lN'':lKiNHWiffV::,,·";".'
:
hough
ent hand in hand everywhere, over the hill and far away even. But what I really wanted to know, was she going swimmingfMft"
] I
·n New Zealand? Yes, Stephanie was a 'water freak,' like me.
('"'"
I
Joy on the other hand, was out for the first time as a real live go-go dancer. Currently employed as a photographer
''i I
or House and Garden magazine, her repertoire included a residence in Harlem and a four-year period in France. SheMfa
I
hough! Bard was awesome, diverse and a good time. Could she be more right?
I
The New York City 40,000 sq. ft club in historic East Village stopped at Bard on their North America tour courtesy of sophomore Kaelin Ballinger's family in the Old Gym onl

ii
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Friday the 13th.
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CHANNELING
THAI OL' BOOMSAP
n my way o e rntting ac ory as a ur ay, no ice
a a orrnng near y every su way en ranee
as a flat screen television, running a series of advertisements for, to put it simply, a lot of bad music and
wful TV shows. Unsurprisingly, a friendly 'Clear Channel" label stretched across the bottom of each of
hese promotional screens. In all likelihood, you have at least a moderate awareness of the Clear Chanel empire, encompassing over 1,200 of the most widely received radio stations, over 700,000 advertisng physical spaces, over 135 concert venues, and countless contracts with major celebrities in all walks
f entertainment.
. This, according to CorpWatch.org, only speaks for the brobdingnagian conglomerate's form, not
ts actions. Among other feats of advocacy, Clear Channel called for a ban on peaceful songs like John
Lennon's 'Imagine," on all its radio stations, during the Afghanistan incursion following September 11th_
hey also funded numerous pro-war rallies in 2003 and even subsidized the bulldozer that crushed piles
f Dixie Chicks CD's at demonstrations against the group for their anti-Presidential remarks.
That Saturday, I was on my way to a concert that, even in its very name, "The Fuck Clear Chanel Tour," stood in opposition to the Clear Channel media empire. Headlined by the Non-Prophets, comrised of Sage Francis and Joe Beats, the show affirmed that the independent rap world, with all of its ·
mbarrassing, amateurish backpack fodder, still offers some great talent. Throughout the evening, after
he moderately entertaining, but by no means comparable opening acts of Mac Lethal and Grand Buffet
'
age confirmed his place as one of the best live performers, and best MC's, in rap today.
As opposed to the typical rapper and DJ set, the Non Prophets came equipped with a drum
achine and the Gimme Fund, a bassist and guitarist Sage recruited for the tour. Although this was techically a Non-Prophets show, Sage interspersed a healthy number of his solo songs into the group's set,
ncluding an intense rendition of 'Runaways," given new vigor with live instrumentation. Oddly enough, the show reached its peak when Sage dispensed with all but Joe Beats an
portable CD player attached to the venue's sound system. At that point, he performed only Non-Prophets cuts, which seemed to liven up the crowd the most particularly whe
.
'
e got to "Mainstream 307," a track about feeling alienated from the popular rap scene.
In typical form, Sage even pre~iewed a new song for the crowd, namely "Doomage," an MF Doorn remix of the teeth-gnashing Non-Prophets track 'Damage." Althoug
he guest artists_on _thesong, Brot_herAh and Slug, were not in attendance to round out the record, Sage's verse alone augured well. While bringing the new shit, Sage reciprocal
y bounced_to his hip-hop past. Since the Non-Prophets LP, Hope, is a highly referential love letter to late 80's and early 90's hip hop, a slide show of classic rap album cover
layed behind Sage and Joe throughout their set. Precious subtleties like these made the show a real treat for those who have lived with hip-hop for years, along with those wh
ust flirt with her.
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:us at the beginning of the show that 'I went to school in Milbrook, and I used to come to Vassar quite a bit to, uh-get picked up I guess.
:Never did. Maybe that'll change tonight." Arguably the most sexually magnetic man in show business, Rufus graced Vassar College's
:Chapel with his trademark nasal baritone and his barbed wit. What makes Rufus such a compelling performer is that his physical beauty
:and honeyed voice are backed by the subtlest suggestion of menace-his stage persona occupies that thrilling crossroad where wit turns
:to cruelty and seduction to coercion. He has, however, toned down his act a bit-the last time I saw him, on the Poses tour, he drank,
:smoked, and cursed his way through the entire set, but at Vassar he was on his best church behavior. And speaking of Vassar, kudos for
:getting Wainwright to perform, but next time, let people dance, or at least stand up. Only at Vassar would audience members at a rock;and-roll show be required to remain seated in church pews.
Disappointingly, Rufus's set consisted almost exclusively of cuts from the new record, Want One, which, in my opinion, lacks the
:sincerity and directness that characterize his first two albums and suffers from overproduction. He performed a couple of songs from the
;soon-to-be~released Want Two:· Art Teacher," about a 16-year-old girl ("aka Rufus Wainwright," he informed us) in love with her art teacher,
;and 'The Gay Messiah," a hilarious tune which he laughingly claims was written 'in response to the Palestinian-Israeli conflict." He played
:a mere two songs from his self-titled debut, 'Foolish Love" and 'The Matinee Idol,' both of which put the new material to shame. His back;up band has grown to include two gals singing back-up and playing strings, a keyboardist, a drummer, a second guitarist, and an upright
;bass player, with Rufus alternately on piano and guitar. For fans who remember his stripped-down, me-and-a-piano set on the Tori Amos
:tour, all these instruments may seem surprising. The band played very well, but Rufus is at his best with less backing.
•
Rufus, who was born in Rhinebeck but raised in Canada, closed the show with a song about his 'love-hate relationship with Amer;ica," written when he was seventeen. The band had left the stage-it was just the piano and that lovely voice, reminding us of how good
;Rufus can be when he's not trying so damn hard. Here's hoping Want Two has fewer overwrought arrangements and a little more heart.
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Al I EorYou: The Gift of WXBC
IBYHenryCaseyl
To show the dedication of the WXBC Bard College Radio
staff, it was hard 1or me to find a specific moment that
meant more than another, but this past weekend I was
granted a seat at the Botstein Sex Interview. I arrived a
half hour before the broadcast began to find that Nick Van
Der Kolk working with the sound and recording equipment trying to help Down the Road hear the broadcast,
Julian James was working via the internet, with Abe
Jellinek, keeping track of how the feed would hold up, and
~,
Matt Wing focusing on his introduction for President Botstein, fine-tuning his tone. They asked me if the laptop I
was going to write my notes on was wireless ready. I told
them it was, and they asked if I could get my power cable,
so that Down the Road could hear the feed off of my laptop. So not even thinking about
it, I left my laptop in the office and ran back over to my room in Tewks, grabbed the cable
and came back. Turns out it wasn't needed, since the wireless was down at the time. But
everything seemed to be working right, and at around 2:55, we got a scare that threw the
whole operation in the air for a moment. Bard College President Leon Botstein entered,
and once he was seated, asked Matt, "What is this interview about?" To say the least, we
almost crapped our collective pants. Matt then smoothly explained the format of the interview to President Botstein and that, 'Sex, sex is the topic of the interview."
Onto another topic, I was pissed off at Budget Forum when clubs tried to take
funds from WXBC. For students try to take funds from a club that has been dicked over

by everyone from the Budget Committee to the college administration, a club that might
have more dedicated participants than any other on campus, where at the least fifty students give two hours of their week to give the rest of us something good to listen to, was
ridiculous. During my semester as a DJ I usually had either the ten PM to midnight slot,
or the midnight through two AM slot on Wednesday night. I had regular giveaways of CD's
that listeners (the few that I had) wanted to own and listen to. What more can we do?
Before our offices were moved in order to accommodate for the PAC (punk ass
crap) Building and then accidentally flooded, students would be on the air, available
through the feeds at wxbc.bard.edu every day from two PM to two AM. Formats ranged
from my show (now called 'Must Not Sleep, Must Warn Others") where I just played good
music, to the 'Professional Hot Girl Radio," where they mixed music with comedy and an
event where listeners voted for the 'Cutie of the Week" and the 'Julian James Show,"
made up of comedic skits and giveaways (for example I once won the Evil Dead Book of
the Dead Edition DVD for pretending to be a hermaphroditic Ms. Cleo seducing the host).
In closing, the radio station is one of the best clubs to support with your time and
one of the easiest clubs to support as well. You're all gonna be seeing the flyers once the
season begins, point your web browser to WXBC.BARD.EDU, and the site will help you
through the rest. You hear good music, and when we see that another person has start
ed to listen to our show, we feel better too. I had 9 listeners at one point during the mid
night through two AM show. I intend at least to double that number this semester, and I
hope you'll help me. Plus, I know that WXBC's Feel Good Dance Party almost got som
of you laid. Listen, and we'll be even.
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Alive

!ByJohnWeinertI

·Indulge me for a moment and imagine the scene, dear reader: It is February 3rd, and I am exactly halfway
~etween our beloved campus and Northampton, Massachusetts. I am trapped in a Honda Civic with three indi"Viduals who are nearly as insane as I. Freezing rain is pouring down. We are going too fast, and occasionally
driver reaches out of the window to smack an inch of ice off of the windshield wipers. Morale is low; my room"mate and I are sharing the back seat, and in between stretches of lazily watching the lives that flash before our
leyes, we discuss how much we like being alive, and the disadvantages of atheism in situations like these. The
"Onethought that keeps flashing through my head, however, is that no concert can be worth this. No band is worth
lrisking a bloody, smashy, snowy death on the Mass. Pike, as I am doing now.
•
Well, friends, I was wrong. The Dresden Dolls took my post-trauma stress and blew it away. The peslsimism within me after our suicidal car trip was inflated, indulged and transcended by their dark and merry brand
"Of musical innovation.
I
The Dolls consist of pianist and vocalist Amanda Palmer and drummer Brian Viglione. Their web site
-bills the duo as "Brechtian Cabaret-Punk," which is as good a summary as any for a group that defies musical
!categorization. When asked about their sound, I'm forced to reply with something like "Well, um ... I guess if Kurt
•Weill, Fiona Apple, a hardcore drummer and a deranged circus clown were all to drink absinthe together one winevening and then decide to write a few songs, this is what it would sound like."
•
Their self-titled debut CD displays substantial range and musical vision. Palmer's vocals range from an
!enraged shriek (as in the pounding "Girl Anachronism," wherein the narrator laments the necessity of acknowl-edging the present reality) to a girlish lilt ("Coin-Operated Boy" starts out sounding like a nursery rhyme, but turns
tnto a poignant lament-haven't we all wanted someone whom we could turn on and off at will, who would satis•fy our need for affection whenever we wanted?)
I
Viglione's drumming is incredibly versatile, ranging from roiling explosions to incredibly soft,
,precise taps. The effect is particularly spectacular when watching him live, breaking sticks, switching sticks, and
lalways providing a rock-solid foundation for Palmer's lyrics.
~........=....;;.__;a.:.As amazing as their CD is, their performances are even better. The Dolls performed Saturday, February 21 at the Red Room. Despite delays (and drunkenness) on the part of the opening bands, the room was packedl
to the gills by the time Brian and Amanda appeared onstage. After first suggesting that the front rows sit down so that,
everyone could see better, they opened with the operatic 'Missed Me," a song exploring the complicated and danger1
ous emotions of an illicit underage relationship.
One of the first things to strike an audience member is that these two work hard. The crowd, though
bit boozy, was very responsive, and the duo was clearly giving it everything they had physically. When a member of,
the Audio Co-op got onstage to chastise some overly-enthusiastic moshers, Brian responded by playing an extens,vel
hardcore drum solo to help them get it out of their systems.
Another highlight occurred when the pair stood up and moved to the front of the stage, saying that theyf
were going to do a cover. It was a David Bowie cover of a Jacques Brei song, they explained, but they had decided to.
perform it after hearing a rendition from Amanda's German friend David. "So really, this is our cover of David's cove1
of Bowie's cover of the Jacques Brei song." They then launched into a spectacular rendition of "Port of Amsterdam.',
Halfway through the song, David himself (who happened to be working merchandise that evening) climbed onstage,I
grabbed a mic and joined in. In the course of her emotional flailings, Amanda spilled some of her drink; several of us.
I
. now have genuine Dresden Dolls whiskey-stains adorning our shirts and notebooks.
After a stunning 'Girl Anachronism,' they encored with Neutral Milk Hotel's "Two-Headed Boy," which,
had the entire room singing along. They left the stage to thunderous applause, making promises to come back soon.I
Those who saw the concert will understand my enthusiasm; those who didn't should weep bitterly tor opportunities.
missed, and buy the album right now.
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Hanson: They're !ByBaaaaaack

I

RebeccaGiustiand GenevieveWanucha

Rebecca: Recently, on a visit to New York City, I had the good fortune to meet Zac and
Taylor Hanson. That's right Hanson, that cheesy band you all thought was lost in the time
of middle school crushes and slumber parties. Now this chance encounter was arguably
one of the most amazing moments of my life because tor some time now (seven years to
be exact), I have been a devoted Hanson fan. I know that they were never the coolest
band, often criticized for looking and singing like girls, but is that really a reason to disregard the wealth of musical talent found within this group? I don't think so.
Genevieve: Um, so yeah ... she's crazy right? I mean, when·t came to Bard, the
last thing (literally) I expected was a roommate who liked to listen to ... Hanson. The more
she laughingly played the bubbly, infant-pop love songs I became slightly nostalgic of the
last time I'd heard these musicians with their not-so-developed voices and lyrics about
yearbooks and the endless professions of teenage romantic obsession. The last time I'd
swayed along to this music was with the rest of my sixth grade comrades, bouncing OQ a
trampoline at a backyard barbeque screaming, "MmmmmmmBop! ... Hey Sue, are these
girls or guys singing?" Yes, I seriously questioned their masculinity, even then. And until
now, I have always preferred a more ·mature" male voice to greet my ears when I turn my
CD player on.
Rebecca: The fact is that the Hanson brothers currently write and perform all of
their own music. The eldest, Issac, who is now 23, taught himself to play the guitar at a
young age. Taylor, 20, and Zac, 18 joined in playing the piano and the drums, respectively. The three brothers soon began performing and released their first CD Boomerang in
1994. They did not fully enter into the main stream, however, until 1997 with the release
of Middle of Nowhere, which included the song that will be forever associated with the
band, "Mmmbop." Since that time, the group has released an additional eight CD's, the
most recent being the under-publicized and under-rated "Underneath Acoustic."
Genevieve: Its not that I don't recognize the Hanson brothers' innate musical talent. And I'm not entirely averse to the joyful, innocent spewing of tune- They contain a
huge deal of sentimental value, whisking me back to memories of twelve-year-old gossipy
lumber parties and first kisses. But, well, I guess my point is ... we're nineteen.
Rebecca: "Underneath Acoustic" is Hanson's greatest and I highly recommend that
veryone get on the internet, go to hansononline.com and listen to the excerpts. I think
hat many people will be surprised to see how much the group has grown musically. As
he name suggests, "Underneath Acoustic" is an entirely acoustic album, so those of you
ho found "Middle of Nowhere" to be too popish and girly will find it a nice, more mature
hange of pace. The passion that the group has for writing and performing is evident in
heir latest effort, and I would not be surprised if this served as a springboard for future,
more widely appreciated second movement in Hanson's musical career.
Genevieve: Yes, she should write for the Teenie-Bop Mag shouldn't she? If you
re the kind of person who wouldn't be able to handle dancing around to: "I don't even
know her name but I'm falling deeper and deeper and deeper in love .. and I'm feeling
more and more alone," then perhaps you shouldn't take Rebecca's advice to run out and
buy this CD. I must admit though that I've grown kind of fond of these guys (unwillingly)
ver the past semester.
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Reb~~ca: Even if they don't ever make it in the eyes of the media, I will always
love Hanson and am proud to say I do. They have more talent than many of the "artists"
that are currently being played non-stop on the radio, and they deserve credit for it. People need to get over the fear of being laughed at by their friends and give Hanson a second chance. Even if I haven't persuaded anyone out there, I have at least made you think
about the last time you listened to Hanson. Now don't you wish you could be back there
now? Anyway, lets face it - Taylor Hanson is hot.

- arts/entertainment

Brewed Reviews

!By Ethan Hochgesang

I

Leinenkugel's Honeyweiss
Jacob Leinenkugel first came to Wisconsin in 1866. He and John Miller started a brewery to quench the thirst of lumberjacks. The brewery opened in 1870. The
new brewery is still in the same site of the old brewery and they still use the same
recipes to brew their beer. The Honeyweiss uses organic Wisconsin honey in the
brewing process.
This beer has a very mellow aroma. Barely any of the flavors are perceptible
except for a small sweet scent. It has a small initial head and little retention of that
head. The cascade is impressive and it stays nice and fizzy for most of the drink.
The color is light, more common to a lager than a so called wheat or weiss beer. The
body is very clear, and it is clearly pasteurized. The initial taste is a mix between
.:· ::-,mellow honey and mellow malts. In the finish the malty flavor dissipates and leaves
l%1~a shallow crisp honey flavor, which also dissipates rather quickly. The feel on the
palate is a smooth, thin lager, which goes down easy and leaves you quenched. A
.,_. \. somewhat creamy, yet watery texture is apparent. This beer is light and refreshing
but somehow lacking. I was expecting something a little more flavorful from the
. ·name 'weiss'. Disappointment aside it is not that bad, not that good either, just a
r ;light beer for lightweights, or sunny times. If you like this kind of stuff you might
:__
enjoy it, but if you just want a light sweet beer stick with J. D. Honeybrown .
.~io.r-r«:.1:
Wolaver's India Pale Ale

·.1

•:~MIi~•.·_..

-~-,.·:t .t_'.

Wolaver's is a division of Otter Creek, a very nice brewery based in Middle-

~'.;:1,~~::~:~~:;
~~•,d;":.;~":':,:,~~hi:;~::::~~
rm:~:t
~;ci;::t:::':~:~~
ii~

Hf~-_._·
Jf_fi;···.-•ed
in 1991 and then began making Wolaver's in 1998.
•r·.· •· ·.f/,~:,:go
into the beer is from Vermont.
:)\ ·:

Most of the ingredients that

·'

Wolaver's IPA has a pretty strong hop aroma with nice, tame floral scent.
Slighty toasted malty flavor with a gentle woody tone. The head is pretty small with
..•,a slight cascade. The color is a clear light brown, and obviously not bottle condii:;:::i)tioned. After taking a sip the first thing to notice is the hoppy flavor. There is a light
' \:,;:acidic flavor and a nice bitterness coming from the hops. The finish is what is to be
expected, a nice crisp malt flavor. The flavor isn't overly hoppy a little disappointing
in an IPA, but then again it doesn't have an overly strong malt flavor so the two compliment each other rather than competing with each other. It has a medium body
with a semi-dry palate. The carbonation is a little weak for the crispness of the ale
but doesn't detract from the overall beer. Overall it's not that bad. It is a good light
IPA without too much one on end or the other. It is definitely hoppier than a pale ale
but isn't the most flavorful IPA. Despite this beer being organic I think that the Otter
Creek IPA has a little more to it.

Veciar0%w-rv Of Ve;p~
IBY Jonathan Kevin Trombley, Connor Eugene Gaudet and Alexander Peter Cannonl
Not unlike Prometheus coming down from the mountain, our Lord and Savior(Bev-way) has blessed us with the bounty that is Keegan Ales. Are your favorite numbers 12,
22, 40, and keg? Get ready for 64! A new era. The jug era. For those of you who don't know, 64 ounces is a half-gallon. 5.3 beers. We did the math.
It has been recommended by many that you should drink at least 64 ounces of water per day. Filling their 64 ounce bottles to the brim, the innovative think tank at Keegan
Brewery sent out a silent proclamation stating, "The tyranny of the can shall rule no more. My fellow brethren, go forth and spread word of the almighty jug throughout the land." This
message has reached the ears and now stands poised on the lips of these two young crusaders and one lone assassin. Now gather round and hear the tale of the brewers of Keegan Ales.
Hurricane Kitty

This is a good, strong India pale ale for those who prefer a more bitter beer. It drinks
like a dry stout. Unlike the other two smooth-ass beers, 'HK'(as it is known on the streets of
Kingston) has a significantly sharper presence with a bit of a kick. It should be noted that in
half gallon quantities, this malted brew can be an overwhelming and daunting endeavor.
Old Capital

Named for its hometown, the former Capital of New York, this light ale is reminiscent
of Kingston's past glory. It's a simple beer. No tricks. No gimmicks. Just a smooth, solid flavor. This is a "barbecue beer.' Good for relaxed environments, morning, noon, or night. This
brew goes down easy and has little to no bite. For those of you who don't trust our opinion,
you should know that it won Best of Show at the 2003 Hunter Mountain Hudson Valley Microbrewery Festival.
Mother's Milk
When they dubbed it "Mother's Milk," they weren't just whistling Dixie. This is a dark,
thick stout that doesn't weigh you down. Most comparable to a Guinness Draught, though not
as heavy, the coffee-brewed hops provide a creamy, sweet flavor(think raw sugar or molasses).
By far, our favorite of the three, its roasted, full-bodied flavor leaves little to be desired. It makes
you say, "Damn, this is one fine-ass beer." It won the Gold Medal at the 2003 Hunter Mountain Hudson Valley Microbrewery Festival.
Unlike its retarded cousin, the jug of wine, these jugs of beer tote our seal of approval.

:s•,.•,,

•.•••

If you're not convinced yet, call (845) 331-BREW for tasting hours and discounted refills.

IBhPthi6.Y~:$~lJ©;,M~f~~~J~:i
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The Fog 0£ War

IBY Emily Sauter

I

So I'm a nerd. I like to go see nerd movies. So when I found out that Upstate Films in Rhinebeck (with their real butter popcorn and those big
cookies ... mmm) was playing a documentary on Robert McNamara, I pulled my friend Jeremy from his third floor abode in Manor and we were
off on an adventure of American history fun!
The movie is essentially Robert McNamara telling you his eleven rules of war and success in life. Rules like· Always know your enemy"
echo through the movie's flipbook of historical pictures and clips, dating from 1918 until the present. McNamara sits in a chair, wearing outdated clothes, eighty-five years old. He explains his life and how everything fell into place. He's been everywhere: Harvard professor, president
of Ford motor company, Secretary of Defense during Vietnam. How many Americans have been all over the map like that?
What I loved about this movie was the history footage. The historical photos capture the essence of McNamara's Twentieth century.
Pictures of 1950's Ford cars driving the new highways, infused with the brutal firebombing of World War Two, and the disastrous news clips of
tons of Agent Orange being dumped on the Vietnam jungle. Even though you could say that McNamara did a lot of horrible things as secretary
of defense, McNamara defends himself in a line that has echoed•in me ever since I left the theater: "To do good, one must do evil."
The film by Errol Morris, who has done documentaries like "The Thin Blue Line," really captured the American spirit of not just McNamara, but a nation in crisis. Although I must admit, while the Philip Glass score really pissed me off (but I'm a music nerd as well and I wish
Philip Glass was no more), I really enjoyed it. So if you're a nerd like me, and I know a lot of you are, go see this movie.
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Don'tTell Us What to Do
The Observer's Response to the Free Press, Community

the drab report
~he Editors

by TomMattos

"Hello there observer,
is ra report is e icate to two O m
There shout~ t?e a standard_concerning editorial retorts in each of our publications.
This 1s to say that If somebody would like to reply to an article in the observer, then they should do so in the observer.
• nd
Likewise, we think that articles contra the free press, should be sent to The Free Press for publication within it. Publishing arti- loseS! fne s, Golden McCarthy, a nd Sophi
cles which are pitted against each other detracts attention from what the articles are actually about- as was the case with the Fnedso_n-Ridenour. Golden and Sophie spoke t
Elliot Smith pieces. For when the retorts are in the publication of their origin, they can be taken at face-value, with less rivalry- me the other night about the plight of the library i
hype. It ~l~o allo°"'.sfor those very students who are angry with a newspaper to get their views published with in it; therein help- he past years, and they expressed their disma
mg to e/J"!m~te b1a_s.
Furth(!rmore, nobody on the free press can even remember the schism which created the two-paper cam- ver the fact that they can't seem to get work don
pus; publishing articles which are more or less attacks on each other isn't very productive.
.
_
. .
We hope that this can be a new standard to help both papers be better than vassar's, which, is where the active rival- ny more 1~ th e1r precious stu.dy spot. This is bull
ry should be.
.
hit, and with the help of Sophie and Golden, I hav
Let us know what you think?
ompiled a set of rules that will help to keep our pre
Thanks,
ious be-quiet-and-do-your-shit-spot
from bein
the free press
b
k
th· .
t "I tt tO th
d·t
"d
't
bt·
h
.
"
verrun
y
wan
ers.
p.s. is is no a e er
e e I or; on pu is it.
Rule #1: NO CELL PHONES. Don't eve

.
In the da_wnof morning, as the sun begins to ascend and darkness departs the Bard campus, the silence is chilling, the
emptiness unsettling. Nary can a student be heard, nor a professor be seen. Birds chirp softly, elegantly, and early morning joggers move in rhythm to their earplugs. A near absence of life is apparent.
·
Yesterday, the Observer received the above letter. Evidently, the Free Press had received word of the content contained
within this issue. In the Editorial section, we have published two responses to articles that appeared in the last issue of the Free
Press. Noah Weston responds to Kate Crockford, and Konstantin Medvedovsky responds to Christine Neumann.
"Publishing articles which are more or less attacks on each other isn't very productive," the letter reads. Really? The
p_ubli~ationof articles that "attack" each other is an absolutely necessary element of an intellectual debate. Debate, by extens1on, 1san absolutely necessary element of a progressive education. Clearly, there is an absence of truly rigorous discourse on
this campus. It is our responsibility as students to challenge assumption and convention. We are a decidedly liberal campus. The
most liberal? Perhaps. Or perhaps not.
.
The Iii~ of a s~hool can be found in the strength of _t~ethinkers who attend it. In a sense then, this campus is only halfal1ve. Debate dies easily; stray from the most accepted pos1t1ons,and except to get stomped by the preservers of the ideological status quo. The comatose atmosphere of the early morning persists throughout the rest of the day. By publishing spirited
replies to spirited articles, we are, in our own small, ever-humble way, attempting to make more than a small ripple.
The Observer hopes to engender a debate that incorporates the ideas that are often dismissed on this campus without
second thought. No matter what side of the spectrum they hail from, these ideas must be articulated in a rational manner. To call
someone a racist or a s~xist is a serious charge, and when not buttressed with a clear line of reasoning, is simply irresponsible.
If someone disagrees with the content of your argument, they disagree with your argument, and that is all. They may in fact be
racists or sexists, but simply saying such does not make it so.
.
The groundwork for the debate that we hope will be ongoing is laid within these pages. Noah and Konstantin make per~uas_1v~
and sound arguments, yet leave room open for disagreement. Matt Rozsa's column, "The New Emporia," is introduced
1nthis issue. The column 1ssure to provoke a lot of heated argument. Say what you want about the content, but one thing is
indisputable: Matt has done his research. He makes a striking claim, and then attempts to support it in a coherent, informed
manner. Further contributions to the debate- not necessarily the Al Sharpton debate, but the overarching debate- ought to be put
forth in a similar way.
This debate must confront the ideological homogeny that has developed on this campus. Whether you support the content of the most accepted ideology is not up for us to decide. What we are concerned with is the fact that a campus which has
convinced itself beyond any sort of reasonable doubt in the righteousness of its most widely held beliefs is profoundly nonconductive to education. The assumptions that have ossified demand to be challenged on a fundamental level.
In regards to the rest of the Free Press's letter, we firmly disagree with their assessment of the situation. First of all, we
would like to make it clear that we don't give two shits in the desert about Vassar's newspaper. Maybe the staff at the Free Press
should worry about the quality of their own newspaper rather than whether or not they are better than someone else. We have
one goal: to be the best newspaper we can be, for the benefit of the Bard campus. Vassar is among the farthest things from our
minds when we put togethe.r this paper, filed closely behind hot dogs and midgets.
. .
The Free Press also demands that we allow them to print our replies to their articles in their paper. This is completely
nd1culous. Why would tlie students who were labeled as sexist or racist want to have anything to do with the paper that allowed
the printing of two irresponsible, poorly-written, slanderous articles? Furthermore, why should the Observer act as the personal
secretary to the Free Press? Why can't they contact authors themselves? Maybe we're horribly mistaken, but it seems like a
good deal of laziness is at the heart of their demand for a new editorial policy.
Back in the day, when the Free Press decided to split off from the Observer, they took it upon themselves to run and
maintain !heir own newspaper. And that's what they got. We at the Observer believe that having more than one source of media
,1 ~ is a good thing, and we leave it at that. Our colleagues at the Free Press need to be prepared to take responsibility for what
L
they print, and they need to be prepared as well to face criticism, whether it comes from their staff, the Observer, or even if it is
scrawled on a bathroom wall.
If you say something aggressive, be prepared to support what you have said not just with rhetoric, but with a degree of
nuance as well as an understanding of both sides. You cannot adequately defend your own beliefs unless you have taken an
honest look at the opposition, and you cannot stake a claim to the truth just because you speak the loudest. Transgression ought
to be all-encompassing; what is normally deemed transgressive ought to the subject of transgression.
A discourse regarding the beliefs we all claim to hold fast must explode on this campus. The quiet that pervades- not
the quiet of early morning, but the quiet of the mind that occurs when one easily assimilates into the majority- must be replaced
with dialectical voices, with the aim of making educational progress. Nothing less than the intellectual vitality of this institution is
at stake.
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put them on vibrate. Turn that bullshit off. When
ou step into the library picture yourself stepping o
he face of the earth into a parallel dimension of phi
losophy and reserveweb. This goes for the comput
r center on the second floor is well. If I have 1
hear another one-way conversation about what so
nd-so did with their whack-ass Saturday night I'
oing to implode. Have some decency and som
ucking respect for other people. Cell phones ar
ugly, ridiculous contraptions that would·• be bes
hrown off of th e roof of the campus center,
mashed repeatedly with baseball bats, or forceful
ly inserted into rectums. Fuck you if you use one i
he library.
Rule # 2 : Talking is governed on a slidin
cale. On the firSt floor, anything short of a shout i
air game, because there is much bustling and th
oor is constantly opening and closing. On the sec
nd floor, you are allowed to talk in a HUSHE
oice, and conversations should not laSI more th a
O minutes (wil h an exception in any sort of privat
room therein). In the silent study are there shoul
not be so much as a pin drop. If you have a cold,
tay out of there. Coughing and hacking is WORS
han a cell phone. On the third floor, you are onl
llowed to whisper, except when you are talking I
he reservedesk people. Sometimes you need t
hout at them, and that's allowed, but be polite. 0
he fourth floor, you are NOT ALLOWED T
PEAK. THERE ARE NO EXCEPTIONS.
Rule #3 : In regard to bodily functions:
here are certain bathrooms that are meant for piss
ing, certain bathrooms that are meant for pooping,
nd certain bathrooms that are not meant to
Ir
h.
t
sh·tt·
1 ing bat hrooms ar
xpe ing anyt ing a aII·
ound in the basement, by the senior projects, or o
he third floor, behind the reservedesk. Do not pis
in these bathrooms, because no one wants to sit o
toilet seat covered in urine. The first floor bath
rooms are generally used for urination, although
ometimes foreigners who don't understand th
rules shit in there. There is one bathroom where i
is not permissible to shit or piss, and that is the com
puter center bathroom on the second floor. While i
is incredibly convenient, no one wants to hear pis

ribblirig into a bowl while they are sending emails.
Rule #4; DO NOT USE THE LIBRAR
__......_...__...._...._~1------.-1.&...a..---..-.i&..-.a....a..a.-~l--ll-....._..&..
____
•_______
FOR ANYTHING EXCEPT STUDYING. It is not
place to meet guys/girls.
One of the things Iha
Bart Yates
really bothers me, more than anything else, is whe
he library is flooded by a bunch of newcomers lat
Hav,ng just returned from a year long cinematic study of aquatic vomiting, sluttiness, dry mouth, and decreased control of motor
in the semester. Usually the library houses a pre
horse breeding in Swaziland, my newly trained eye caught a few skills. If everyone starts looking really hot, or the music is the best
ictable group of faces, just like the red room or an
changes around campus last week. At a party in the Old Gym, I you've ever heard, you're already drunk. You probably know all of
Ide English comedy meeting. All of a sudden th
people
who
forced
the
adminthis,
and
that's
great!
But
for
those
was approached by a "bouncer" who told me that I could not enter
place is filled with a bunch of wankers who didn'
with an alcoholic beverage. Immediatelyinterpretingthis as a joke, istration to act like a parent, and not like your college, I'm sorry.
read a thing the entire semester, who harbor the illu
I broke into hysterical laughter and offered a good smile to this You've just given them one more reason to claim control of our
ion that they will be able to read everything in th
aspiring comic. The young militant responded only by crossing her freedoms. For that, you're pretty stupid.
last
week. These assholes come into the library lo
We've all been past our limits, and promised we would
arms under her breasts and assuming an intimidating karate
he firs·t time in the last week of the semester not t
stance. Cautious of her determination and low center of gravity, I never drink again, but most of us do. Please, try to think about
went outside and stuffed my pockets with beer. With a nervous those coming after you, and have the courage to change what you tudy, but rather to use it as a place to find peopl
o complain about how much work they have to do.
tick, and sweating profusely, I reentered the old gym. Sipping a can, mainly your dumb behavior. Learn your limits, and watch
I've
never so actively wished for a group of peopl
bud, I began to ponder what dark forces had been at work during your peers. Your actions affect the whole community, and while
o
disappear.
As a general rule, if you stop com
my absence. Wasn't this the same school whose president was Bard is "A Place to Think", it's also "A Place to Drink," or used to
laining about what you have to do and just do it, i
for the legalization of marijuana? Wasn't this the same building be. Let's be responsible, and shy away from that socially apocaaves double the time it takes to complain. It save
where kids had wrestled virtually naked in KY? Would that stone- lyptic phrase: "dry campus."
I believe the first step to regaining our freedom, is ou the effort, and it saves some poor soul who ha
faced enforcer have stopped me if I'd come lubed up in a speedo,
intensely dedicated acts of complete futility and irreverence. Want o listen to the bullshit that drips from your lips.
carrying a kiddie pool instead of a six pack? I wasn't sure.
Rule #5: If you have sex on the stairwell t
Halfway through the third beer, I recalled that Drag Race some political activism? Try civil disobedience next time you're
he
fifth
floor
{that is, if you desperately need to hav
(the most infamous debauchery since the midget toss) had been told to leave a beer outside. Sit down on the spot and tell them
ex) make sure you clean up after yourself. No on
you're
tired
of
this
fascist
persecution.
Use
what
you've
got.
If
remorselessly murdered by the administration. Eighteen people
ants to find used condoms all over the fuckin
went to the hospital that night, and I have to say, that's messed up. you're black, call them racists. If you're Jewish, call them Nazis. If
lace {that's right FUCKING PLACE) when the
you're
white,
call
them
Republicans.
If
you're
Republican,
cover
Could I really blame Bard for punishing us drinkers who are not
read over their "Reconfiguration and Juxtaposition
complete idiots? If we force the administrationto assume the role yourself in dog shit, and test their determination. If that doesn't
f the Social Construction of the Deviant Socia
of a parent and guardian, what can we expect? First off, how work, try hijacking a good cause. Slap an Amnesty International
Expulsion of Diasporic Relations" paper.
about learning your limits before diving into a bottle? Alcohol pai- sticker on your suds. Now you are drinking for the release of politThe problem with these rules is that there'
ning is not a lightfooted gnome that sneaks up on you in tall ical prisoners, and to protest violations of human rights worldwide.
Try addressing them as "Alligator" and explain that your toaster is no one to enforce them. I for one am too non-con
rontational to actually confront someone when the
How about the people that watched those eighteen stu- the one who has the real problem, you're just trying to get out of
reak one of these rules, especially if they break
nts drink themselves stupid? My guess is that they didn't rec- the house for a little while because it keeps telling you to kill peopoop
rule. But KNOW THIS: IF YOU BREAK ON
nize the warning signs of a moron. We should be observant, ple. And finally, if insanity doesn't work, and no one is amused,
F THESE RULES EVERYONE AROUND YOU
(except
you,
you
incorrigible
drunk)
try
being
straight.
Say
"Listen,
and watchful of those who overestimate their limits. So here's a litI work hard, and try to separate my work and play. Unfortunately, ILL REALIZE YOU ARE AN ASSHOLE.
le refresher course, and few words of warning.
One shot of liquor, one 12oz. beer (or wine cooler), and we go to a school in the middle of nowhere and tonight, this party
_.
ne 8. Oz. glass of wine all contain the same amount of alcohol. is the only place to go. I'm 21, I'm a responsible drinker, and I.._ _________________
Your liver can only digest one drink an hour depending on your know my limits. These four handles of tequila are only for me, and
body weight. When you consume more than this, the excess alco- if you pry them from my cold, dead fingers, you can have them."
hol builds up and disperses into your blood stream. Some obvious
igns that your tanked are: lightheadedness, dizziness, nausea,
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the Ruckus

A Responseto Requestsfor AnonymousPrinting
There are several questions that I have been concerned with since taking on the responsibility of organizing
the Bard Observer. These questions have caused me to
try and think deeper about what it means to edit. A lot of
times minor changes prove to be perplexing conundrums,
and each time one of these problems bubbles up it is time
again to reconsider the role of the editor. To sincerely
adhere to the practice of free speech requires a lot of concentration and thought, and the questions that arise over
the changing of one word to another make me ask larger
questions. What is editing, and what does an editor do?
At a publishing house, an editor gives shape and tightness
to an author's artistic vision. Often these editors, like many
professors, bring to mind images of bearded, angry men
with endless supplies of red markers. In journalism it is a
bit different. The lines are blurred, and, unlike fiction and
poetry, journalists and journalistic editors have the great
and intimidating responsibility to tell the truth. However, in
a world that is rapidly changing, the truth seems to be
ephemeral and fleeting. It is dynamic, and the truth
changes from person to person. Two journalists can offer
vastly different viewpoints and both provide cold, hard
facts to back their statements up. Our interest in free
speech complicates the "truth riddle" to the next degree
when we vow to print anything and everything.

Unlike fiction and poetry, journalists
and journalistic
editors
have the great and intimidating
responsibility
to tell the truth.

In the last issue we outlined our basic policy as to
what we do when we edit. For those who missed the article, we vowed to print anything that is written, and basically issued a blanket challenge to all of those who wish to
test our editing policies. This challenge was answered,
albeit in a roundabout way, by two requests to publish
anonymous articles. Both works, one entitled "Habeas My
Corpus," which will appear in a revised and edited form
(edited by the author, not the Observer), and an article
called "Bard Ratings," which, as the title suggests, tries to
"rate" different departments on campus from an F to an A
scale. My goal in this article is to explain to the public what
our policy on anonymous publishing is and what substance
stands at its backbone. In order to do this, I will be printing selections of email conversations between two anonymous requesters as well as some quoting of outside
sources. The overarching "point" of this article is to alert to
Bard campus that editing a paper is far from objective, and
seek to provide an insight into the integrity and values we
practice at the Observer. These are basic questions that
need to be asked of any publication, any journalist and any
editor. I'll begin with our response to Bard Grrrl's anonymous request:
Bard Grrrl:
We were hoping someone would respond to Jeremy Low's
article entitled "On Women.• Part of out interest in printing
the article was to simulate some sort of gender discussion
at Bard, an interest which arose from issues surrounding
the "Womyn" signs that were hung up all over campus last
semester.

!By:Tom MattosI

cle will be, not the editor. The only thing left for us to do at
the Observer is to add or subtract a comma here or there,
nothing more. Though usually bearded, I do not have the
neither experience nor desire to become the crotchety old
editor, and control what people think or express. Both parties, the Observer and the contributors themselves are
protected by our policy, which also adds credibility to her
article, as rather than stretching to shock the campus with
opinions that wouldn't be expressed by someone worried
about their reputation and well-being, she chose to remove
what she didn't fully believe in and left what she did.
As a counterweight to this constructive discussion, there is the sketchier side to our policy that upsets
and angers some members of the community. The members of a group entitled "Bard Ratings" had more to say.
After the request came through for the printing of their
anonymous submission, we responded with a similar email
to Bard Grrrl's {which is rapidly becoming a form letter). To
our explanation they responded:
1) While there is no evidence of retaliation, who is
to say that there will not be?
2) In the case of this first installment, some of us
have worked for one or more of the offices involved and
therefore have a more intimate knowledge of the workings
of that (those) particular office(s). We do not wish to
assign our names for fear that some of these offices will
not appreciate what we at the Bard Ratings had to say
about them. As we said, no evidence of retaliation ... yet.
3) Most of the Bard community does not consider
those of us involved with the Bard Ratings as particularly
amusing. Since this is a comical piece meant solely for
amusement, we believe that assigning our names to this
series will greatly take away from the quality of the humor.
Not funny by association, so to speak.
4) We do not wish to become entangled with the
inner workings of the Bard Observer. We would prefer to
hand over our work to the Observer and keep contact at a
minimum. Assigning names would inherently create
unwanted contact.
5) What about Silence No Good, whom we at the
Bard Ratings know intimately? The real name for Bard's
grumpy old man was never printed alongside the articles.
As for character or the quality of our works, would it be
enough to submit the next installment after this weekend?
If the integrity of the work stands alone, what do the
I..J
authors matter?
We also suggest that you brush up on your
Foucault. What should it matter who is speaking so long
as something gets said? Is Shakespeare's work lacking
integrity or character because someone else may have
written the work usually considered to have been penned
by him? What if we learn Shakespeare wrote nothing and
it was something else all along? We feel not, and we feel
the same about our little series. Not assigning names will
not change anything about the piece, nor the reactions to
them. Assigning our names will, however, create unnecessary and unwanted issues. We are not assigning names
for the sake of maintaining simple, unobserved Bard lives,
avoiding the so-called blather of Bard.

The email goes on a bit, but for the sake of brevity I will stop here. Should anyone want to read the full text
of the email, write to the Observer@bard.edu and we will
send the full transcript.
At the request of the Bard Ratings crew, I will
begin with Foucault, the philosopher who they advised me
to "brush up" on. In a book entitled Fearless Speech
I appreciate your excited, quick response to Jeremy's arti- (Semiotext(e), 2001}, Foucault examines the relationship
cle; there is only one problem: I'd like you to put your between the speaker and what is spoken in ancient
name on it. Opinions are only truly worthwhile when there Greece: "The word Parrhesia (translated to be the modem
is character and confidence behind them. If this is a prob- 'free speech'}," Foucalt explains, "refers to a type of relalem-if you are worried about retaliation or slander or any- tionship between the speaker and what he says. For in
thing like that-we can talk and try to understand how peo- parrhesia, the speaker makes it manifestly clear that what
he says is his own opinion" (Foucalt 12}. Therefore,
ple will receive the article.
behind all instances of parrhesia, or free speech, we must
I'd like to meet with you to discuss the article sometime this consider the character of the person who is speaking. This
week or over the weekend. This can be on your own can be done in a number of ways. There is a way to examterms, just give me a time and a place and we'll try to work ine whether or not what the person says is true, and this is
something out. If you don't want to meet, email me back done through the analysis of the danger that the speaker
at tm346@bard.edu and let me know why you want to print faces as a result of their beliefs. "If there is a kind of "proof"
of the sincerity of what parrhesiastes (or truth-teller), it is
anonymously.
his courage. The fact that a speaker says something danA word about our policy: Usually in these cases we shy gerous---<Jifferent from what the majority believes-is a
away from anonymous publications. At the Observer we strong indication that he is a parrhesiastes" (Foucault 15).
In the case of the "Bard Ratings" their anonymity
firmly believe in the freedom of expression, which is why
we supported (and to some degree solicited} the printing of protects them from all danger. If no one knows who these
Jeremy's article. However, in cases where the author is people are, -there is no way to criticize their opinions.
afraid to stand by their beliefs we feel reluctant to stand by Without any way to examine the credibility of an author,
them as well. The only thing we are really afraid of at the their opinions often fade to obscurity, and there is
Observer is being forced into printing a series of articles or absolutely no way to distinguish truth from blather. They
arguments that are written by anonymous students, which explain that some of them "have worked for one or more of
does nothing more than add to the pejorative confusion on the offices involved," and express concerns that the offices
campus. Basically, if you stand by your beliefs, we'll stand "will not appreciate" their criticism. Whether they appreciate it or not, truth is truth, and if there is something worth
by you.
criticizing, then they should say what's on their mind and
Bard Grrrl then decided to edit her article, taking stand by it. Therefore, in the Foucaldian sense (one that
out the parts that she was not comfortable printing, and they profess to believe in), they would take on the role of
leaving the parts that she was. As a result, it is the author• the parrhesiastes, and the relationship between belief and
of the article that decides what the substance of their arti- truth would be complete.

This does not mean that everyone who risks danger to his or her reputation is telling the truth. Living in a
world that is rapidly globalizing, with wars, disease,
famine, chaos and reality television, we understand that
truth itself is dynamic, that it is subject to the whims and
beliefs of the speaker. However, with Foucault's "proof of
sincerity" we have the benefit of a greater insight into
whether or not the speaker believes what they say. II is
then when we can decide whether or not the speaker is
worth listening to, and gives us the power of discerning
truth from chatter.
To give an example of the level of their criticism, I
will print a small selection from their article. In this piece
they "rated" residence life:
Res Life: They're located on a dirt road, making pebblesin-the-shoe impossible to avoid, and that's what their office
is like. Nobody wants to deal with a pebble ◄ n his or her
shoe, but they have no choice it ends up there. So if you
have a problem with your roommate or your room, etc., in
some form, you'll have to deal with Res. Life, and you'd
probably rather not. They're also slow about accomplishing sqmething. (Ask anyone who has gone through a room
change.) By the time a policy change has gone from the
mouth of this office to the ears of the general population ii
is in rumor form and leaves everyone wondering the truth.
Really, how many people actually use their PCs after freshman year? Aren't they obsolete? Nonetheless, they do
have some fantasy creatures overseeing the PCs, and if
you're lucky, someday, if you're patient and hidden by the
door to BEAD, you may catch a glimpse of an RD. Cl've seen worse. A criticism of the office of Res.
Life in Stalinist Russia that took this form could get you
killed, aye, but Fred Barnes (though maybe to his distaste)
has considerably less power than Josef did. There is nothing controversial about this selection, or anything else. To
illustrate: PCs are not "obsolete" after Freshman year.
They are completely fucking useless every year, and they
represent a pathetic attempt from the authority to coax our
peers into policing us with the reward of not having to pay
for their rooms. I'll put my name next to that opinion, and
you know what will happen? NOTHING. One of the beautiful things about Bard, and to some degree America, is
that you are allowed to say whatever you want.
Yet the paranoia that the Bard Ratings crew
expressed in points one and two in their explanation is not
completely unfounded. Though I said that nothing will happen to me as a result of criticizing the PCs, I might be surprised by a response. Maybe my PC in North Hoffman will
take offense. Maybe he'll confront me. Maybe my good
friend Ran Tao will stop talking to me. Maybe Fred will give
me a room draw number that needs to be represented in
some sort of scientific jargon that is larger than avogadro's
number. So be it. I believe what I believe. If they want to
ostracize me and fuck with me because I have an opinion,
bring it on. At least we'll know where we stand. So yes,
maybe there will be a response to the worried members of
the Bard Rating Squadron. Maybe one of their bosses will
be upset and ask them to explain themselves.
It's part of the deal. One of the things we should
have all learned-before
messing with Foucault and
Shakespeare-is responsibility. It's one of those ancient
terms that seems to have left American culture somewhere
in the 1830s. You are responsible for what you say and
what you do, and if your boss gets in your face about it,
you have a responsibility to respond with what you believe
to be true. If this is too much for you to handle, you should
sit content with the rest of the silent majority who are too
timid to join in on the great mob battle that is America.

If they are so worried and interested in
their reputations, maybe they would
find their situations greatly improved by
participating in the community as
upstanding citizens, rather than cowering beneath and "rating" from afar.
It is further complicated: In the third point, the
Bard Ratings Flotilla expressed concern that if they sign
their article it won't be funny, because everyone on campus knows they aren't. If they are so worried and interested in their reputations, maybe they would find their situa
lions greatly improved by participating in the community a
upstanding citizens, rather than cowering beneath an
"rating" from afar. They explain in point number three Iha
their submission was "a comical piece, meant solely fo
amusement." If the piece Is meant as a joke, why are the
so worried about retaliation? Humor needs a context s
the public audience can understand what is meant to b
taken at face value and what is meant to be comical.
Without assigning their names to the criticisms, the Bar
Rating Alliance makes it impossible for their audience t
characterize and understand their piece, and as a resul
has virtually no value or redeeming weight.
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~ Corpus
A Response to"~ Women~
•so how did it feel?" she asked afterward, during our post-coital recap.
"It was amazing,' I said.
'Really? Better than regular sex?"
I looked at her. Something in me dropped. "What do you mean?"
'You were just in my ass. Didn't you realize?"
While I really only wanted to include this excerpt from a Village Voice V-day special for
comic effect, I think it exemplifies an often overlooked question we all need to periodically ask about 'relationships." Am I just fucking this person in the ass? Or to put it in less
vulgar terms-is it easy to be sensitive to your partners needs when you have to decide
such silly matters as which uncomfortable dorm bed you will share tonight (The walls in
the STD's were way too thin for comfortable screaming-oh and I'm not talking about the
STD's you're probably thinking of-while the rooms on the third floor of Robbins had
impossibly slanted walls that smacked you upside the head every time you got on top yes, another homage to dorms that no longer exist in the state they did when I was a
freshman).
Before I excrete any more verbal santorum regarding sex and the way Bard used to
look, let me just say that I originally had some intentions of addressing an article in the
last issue of the Observer entitled 'On Women.' However, my thoughts seemed to drift to
new realms as I considered the specific viewpoint that a senior has the privilege (or stigma) of writing from. I won't go on about the fact that I've spent most of my time here in
various frustrating long distance relationships, or how I've learned that no one is going to
judge you by your actions since everyone is so preoccupied with themselves, however it
is true that you're only here for four years (senior project still pending). At this point in the
life of a senior the thoughts of being violently and blindly kicked out of the nest in 3 months
begin to haunt you everywhere you go - the unnecessarily huge sign for the career development office in the campus center scoffs at me as I sheepishly head for the t.v. room, the
toaster in Kline becomes a blazing inferno threatening to burn all my bagels like the "real
world" will do to my aspirations, the sight of June on a calendar gives me a panic attack
since I have nothing to write on that page or any of the following months. But melodrama
aside, soon we will leave this place and will want to have some wild experiences behind
us to feel happily guilty about later.
Now back to relationships (please forgive the digression), and to boys, whom I adore-their arrogance is a charm, their Bardian sexual amorphousness a turn on, and their
eagerness and vitality is something I both envy and feel at times intimidated by. And yet,
while I love them, sometimes I wonder if what I really adore are the particular appendages
that come attached like a well-built vacuum cleaner. This point was made especially clear
to me upon having a discussion with a little pink sweater-wearing female bartender in
Brooklyn who believed all men should have their mouths sewn shut, but then after further
drunken reflection she decided it would be better if they were all mute instead (I think
someone was stalking her). But before anyone gets offended, I don't mean to say that all
boys are arrogant or that all Bardians are sexually confused, rather that the one thing I

I

fAshleySandfort
like about this school is that people of either sex are freely allowed to display their confidence in who and what they are. Whether.everyone follows this code of conduct or not I
can't really be sure, but I would sooner wish muteness on those who disrespected this
than on boys in general.
Boys have both helped me go to sleep at night and to wake up in the morning - after
all what else would get me [on time) to an 8:30 4-days-a-week class other than fantasizing about a doe-eyed little sophomore boy that slyly slipped his way into my 400 level
class? Now a simple disclaimer: while the earlier article to which I referred was on
"women," I prefer the nomenclature of "boys' to "men" because I think it would only be fair
to give you boys a little something to work up to as you make your way through the women
of this school-the title of men will for now be reserved for those very same eager doeeyed sophomores for when they manage to slip themselves into even higher classes.
One thing I think a lot of us lack is communication - and while us girls can get together with other girls in the back of the smoking section to uncover the mysteries of a random "hook-up' (I swore to never use that phrase) it seems that guys might have to bottle
up their experiences more often than not. Sure things were fun that night when you were
drunkenly dancing to Outkast and thinking it was the greatest song you had ever heard
because that guy/girl with the lovely jacket was dancing with you, and then later drunkenly making out to it in a dorm room, but how do we know things like whether that awkward
good-bye in the morning should involve a morning-breath kiss or not, or V{j,ether you
should call someone when it only involves dialing an extension and not a real phone number? Just because you take someone home from the bar and have to rummage for their
student i.d. to remember their name doesn't mean you didn't want to just cuddle. We all
lack physical contact here on the lonely planet of Annandale, and sometimes it's comforting to have someone sharing your creaky narrow sheets-don't-fit-right bed with you.
Before I ramble on about the perils of a one night stand ...the truth of the matter is, I
believe, that most of us are not getting any on a regular enough basis to make this article
meaningful. However at the same time I think we should all remember (for those few
chance awkward encounters) that we're all in the same boat. As I make my way to Kline
everyday, or to a room full of empty mailboxes known as the post office, I take note of
uncomfortable glances shared by pairs of people all around me. In a way it's comical, as
if they are silently conveying "hey isn't it hysterical that we did it that one drunken night
and now I have to pass you twenty times every day and say hi like you're an old pal?!"
So just remember everyone, it's ok to play with a boys/girls head and have a bit of fun
for just one night because he/she will greatly enjoy it and so will you. Live for the moment.
But all joking aside, even if you don't plan on carrying out the awkward morning after •hey
there" nod on a Sunday in the library, remember that a little kindness could go a long way
- maybe even back into bed. So remember, don't "fuck someone in the ass" (and I mean
that in a metaphorical sense ...or whatever) and not even have the courage to enjoy the
moment, "fuck them in the ass" and then stay and cuddle - you'll both feel better until the
heater breaks and/or the sun starts to come up. Oh I'll miss this place.
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Senioritis never took its toll on me in high school. I really had no problem getting to that
last day and graduating. However, I think that the senior slump has finally hit me in college. Midways are over and I am constantly writing or reading or doing something to get
my mind off these two activities. Job applications and graduate school applications are
out, but few if any answers are in and I, as a law school applicant, am curious to know
where I will be spending the next three years of my life. Everyday I run to my mailbox
thinking that today might be the day I get some sort of reply, but alas, no- instead it is
empty, or my box is filled with nonsense clutter that is just headed for the recycling bin. I
am ready to move on to the future, but for now I am stuck in the present. Nervous energy runs through my blood, keeping my adrenaline up and preventing me from sleeping. I
even went out and bought myself earplugs; thinking that perhaps if I could block out the
world and be in complete silence, I would fall into a deep bliss of sleep and propel myself
to graduation day- but no. I guess noise isn't the reason that I can't sleep. I find that I am
worn out and doing less work; my immune system is down and I am thinking it has got to
be something at Bard. I was once the girl who never got sick and now I perpetually suffer
through little fevers, colds, nose bleeds, you name it.
·
At first, I was thinking it might be the food, as I have actually dropped around 10
pounds since starting college at Bard. But I began to reconsider this when one day during one of my all-too-many surfing the web distraction episodes, I came across an article
on how many people have broken the Ieng shui rules to decorating their rooms. It turns
out that almost every college student has broken some major rule because of the
cramped living quarters that college affords. We have so many things that are 'alive' in
the places where we work and sleep, that no wonder we can't frolic in the dream world.
From computers, to desks, to books, to photos, to phones, and to posters that are all but
serene-no wonder sleep is a problem. But the whole structure of dorm life prevents one
from getting sleep; dorms are in fact made to keep you awake. Where else do you find
people on such different schedules, with such thin walls separating them, living together?
Last weekend I finally got sleep because I had a fever and could not stay awake. I guess
the fever came as a blessing in disguise. It drained me like nothing this semester has,

and it finally allowed me to sleep. I was actually happy to get sick. However, the negative aspect was it happened to be Valentine's Day and I slept most of it away- and where
was I sleeping? Not in the comfort of my all too narrow dorm bed, but rather in my
boyfriend's apartment an hour away from Bard. I've found that leaving Bard helps me
sleep and helps me to get work done. It keeps me sane when the monotony of life on
campus gets the best of me. The more time I spend away from Bard, the more efficient
I become during my days here.
I remember during sophomore year being so ecstatic to get off campus and even
to go grocery shopping. It felt like the pressure had been lifted as I drove over the
Kingston Bridge each Friday afternoon, escaping the week's torment in search for groceries that I didn't really need. I love to learn, but the pace college offers can sometimes
be demanding even for the most avid student. Even something as ridiculous as an hour
trip away from campus can make me more productive when I return. There needs to be
a separation of school and life for me. Somehow the project has become my life, as it
probably has for many seniors. The project is like a boa constrictor that sneaks up and
appears friendly at first, like a gentle hug, and then squeezes harder stealing away life
from its victim. Luckily the attack this time is not to be fatal-instead it will release all of
the seniors in one year's time, after we are nearly exhausted of our struggle with the
beast. But the unlucky attacker will finally give up as it realizes that we are not giving up.
To win, I have had to give up sleep. For some reason, even if I have to sleep I don't-I
am just too awake in my exhaustion. Sometimes I look around to see if anyone else
seems to be suffering the senior strain I am and I think I can see it in others' faces. It is
especially apparent in the early morning classes, where some look like death warmed
over.
I've come to realize that there is only one time in our life when we will be busy
in this kind of way though, and that we should appreciate each day we have. Even though
it may be tough and we may be sickly at times, we will probably always look back at the
last semester of college like it flew. And at the very least, we can always sleep after we
graduate.
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Mock Debate Goes
Swimmingly; Botstein's Hat FructoseCorn Syrup On
M.e_
IBy: Ali Church I
shines !By: Laura Bomyeal
When President Botstein sauntered into the
MPR last Wednesday night, I realized that
the only thing cooler than watching a group
of Bard students represent big name presidential hopefuls was Botstein's amazing hat.
Seriously, that was one hot cranial adornment. If you haven't seen it, I advocate setting up a tent outside his house in anticipation of a chance 10 view it. It is truly the
eighth wonder of the world. That said, the
Bard Democrat- sponsored debate was still
pretty spicy. Club heads Adam Langley and
Ethan Porter should be proud knowing that
their event was overshadowed only by our
president's fantastic head wear.
The audience filed into seats as the
14th president of Bard College made his way
to the podium. I followed 1he hat through the
audience, up the aisle and to the stage and
when it finally came off, I knew something
cool was in the process of going down.
Our intrepid host, now bare-skulled
but still as classy as ever, introduced himself
and the candidates with a flourish. The format of the debate was as follows: each candidate had one minute to spout off his opening remarks, followed by a period in which
Botstein asked questions 1o all of the candidates, followed by a period in which Botstein
asked either a general question which only
two candidates were allowed to respond to,
or a question directed specifically at one candidate. During the question periods, candidates were asked to explain or discuss
everything from the war in Iraq to gay marriage, NAFTA, tax cuts and the environment.
Nex1 was a period in which candidates were given the opportunity to ask
questions of the other candidates, which
opened up the floor for a bit of mudslinging
and general smearing of character, particularly by the unpopular but realistically portrayed President George W Bush, played by
the composed Alex Weinstein, and his most
vitriolic enemy, Senator John Kerry, played
by the astute Ethan Porter. Shortly after,
time was allotted for questions from the dwindling audience, which proved to be by far the
most debauched and rowdy part of the
debate.
The fiery and freshly shorn Noah
Weston represented Governor Howard
Dean, whose recently rescinded candidacy,
along with that of General Wesley Clark, represented by the masterful Konstantin
Medvedovsky, had little effect on their presence in the debate. In his opening remarks,
General Clark outlined his academic qualifications, describing in great detail his multiple
masters degrees and his achievements in
the academic and military worlds. As far as
his dropping out of the race, I can only wonder why a man with that glossy a resume
couldn't figure out how to play the political
process to his advantage.
Bard's own Alaskan import, the
expressive Woody Litman, represented the
Reverend Al Sharpton with as much gusto
and charisma as a small white man can
muster. All were impressed by Litman's
grasp of Sharpton's obscure metaphors and
off the wall comparisons. In his opening,
Sharpton explained what sort of president
America needed. "Most politicians," he said
"are thermometer politicians." He explained
that they check the thermometer periodically
and when something goes wrong they

change their opinions to better reflect what
the public wants to hear. "We need a candidate that will go to the thermostar he said,
"and if he doesn't like what he sees, he'll
change it." Sharpton, of course, believes he
is that candidate.
Matt Rozsa, in the spirit and character of John Edwards, described his idea of
America, wherein the son of a mill worker
can become president of the United States.
And in case the audience didn't get it the first
time, Edwards reiterated that he was the son
of a mill worker and he was running for president of the United States.
Although the opening line of his
speech was "26 years ago I bankrupted the
city of Cleveland," one of the most well
received candidates was Dennis Kucinich,
played by Gabe Nichols. Though Nichols
bears no strong resemblance to the 50something vegan, the candidate's views
were quite realistically portrayed.
The majority of the debate was
focused on the candidates, yet Botstein
made his presence known. About halfway
through the debate, after examining the first
three empty rows of chairs up front, Botstein
reached out to the audience. "Come sit up
here," he begged, "it's a little bit lonely."
Apparently his hat, despite its strong resemblance to an adorable fuzzy animal, wasn't
enough company for him.
The audience participation period
proved ·10 be quite entertaining indeed.
Perhaps it was the Mongolian Grill they had
eaten for dinner, perhaps it was as a result of
sitting too long in marginally uncomfortable
chairs or perhaps it was simply an overexcitement about political discourse, but
whatever it was, something made the audience particularly feisty. After asking Kerry,
Edwards and Kucinich how they defined a
marriage versus a civil union, the frothing
audience member exploded in such an angry
retort that Botstein had to beat him down like
the disru.ptiveanarchist he was. Well, sort of.
At any rate, all of the candidates
seemed quite well prepared. The unpopularity of a few of them had little to do with the
portrayal and a great deal to do with the
views they were obligated to present. At the
close of the debate, President Botstein commented on the accuracy and skill with which
the students emulated the real candidates. "I
think it went fabulously," he said, explaining
the difficulties of this type of debate which
focuses less on the topics and argument and
more on the candidates' image and platform.
"A real debate is an ongoing argument," he
said, but he was impressedby the students'
ability to adapt to the format and to represent
unpopular views. "They did extremely well,"
he stated on his way out the door. I admired
his hat for another moment before turning to
congratulate the candidates on a spectacular
performance.
On my way out of the MPR, I
reflected on what I had heard. Howard
Dean, in his closing statement urged the
audience to support any candidate that
opposes Bush. "We can't sustain the Bust,
administration," he said "And even though
my candidacy will not last another day- and
it hasn't- I think I would've made a really
good president." And so goes politics, I suppose.

March 17-20:
Ghanaian Performance
Group Comes To Bard
(dance, music, theater, lectures, etc)
Sponsored By African and African Diaspora
Studies
Contact: Allison Hobbs, ah977@bard.edu

When was the last time that you took a
look at the ingredients of your food? I
don't mean the nutrition facts, I mean the
ingredients. Vegans do it more often than
most, but even they, like the rest of us,
tend to ignore what is in our food. As we
eat more and more processed foods, the
ingredients seem to get stranger and
stranger. Ironically, with all the attention
to nutrition facts, Americans are getting
fatter and fatter. While it is easy to blame
carbs and television, nutritionists have a
very different idea. Hidden (not so
deeply) in American processed foods is a
sweetener called high fructose com
syrup. The next time you drink a soda or
use ketchup or open a can of soup, check
out the ingredients. First will likely be
water, but undoubtedly second or third on
the list you will see it. As a matter of fact,
it is everywhere. Frozen foods, cookies,
yogurt, bread- all contain high fructose
com syrup as their second or third ingredients.
This inexpensive sweetener
began to flood the American food supply
in the early 1980's. Derived from, yes
com, but more specifically com starch,

"When scientists perfected
the process of converting
corn starch into sugar in
the early 1970's, they created a product so useful in
the growing processed
food industry, that the use
of high fructose corn syrup
increased 4,080 percent
by 1980."

1---------------

and appetite. Unlike the other sugars,
fructose does not let the body know that it
is full, and therefore people continue to
eat. When high fructose com syrup is in
,more of the processed foods that we eat,
rapid weight gain can occur, and our bodies are tricked into wanting more food.
Fructose is a naturally occurring
sugar found in fruit, among other things.
Table sugar, (sucrose), is a mix of about
fifty percent fructose and fifty percent glucose. Most nutritionists agree that it is the
addition of high fructose corn syrup in
almost all processed foods, not the fructose itself, that is leading to problems.
High fructose com syrup mixes easily,
acts as a preservative, prevents freezer
bum, is sweeter (and therefore less is
required to sweeten), and is more than
twenty percent cheaper than conventional cane or beet sugar. When scientists
perfected the process of converting corn
starch into sugar in the early 1970's, they
created a product so useful in the growing processed food industry, that the use
of high fructose corn syrup increased
4,080 percent by 1980. Therein lies the
problem with high fructose com syrup.
While table sugar does not have significantly less fructose, it is found in far less
foods. As Americans eat more and more
processed foods, they are consuming
more and more fructose and more calories.
The United States government
will not recognize this problem, partly
because they helped to develop it. In the
age of federal subsides for farmers, especially com growers, the United States has
developed a remarkable problem. While
people in other nations starve, we in
America have a tremendous surplus of
com. The US government decided to

solve this problem by developing new ~
uses for com. We now see corn byproducts as an additive in gasoline and as an
artificial sweetener.
What can a consumer do? Cut
down on your processed food consumption, and look for products that are still
sweetened with good old fashioned
sugar. If you are a lover of sodas and
snacks, try natural alternatives sweetened with sugar, or go overseas. The difference in taste in Coca Cola in the US
and Europe is the difference in high fructose corn syrup and sugar. If you are
going to be eating processed foods, do
not wait for your body to tell you that you
are full, eat a reasonable amount of food,
and stop. Most importantly, READ THE
INGREDIENTS. Foods still exist with
sugar. And don't think that just because
you get your food from a health food store
it is any better. The USDA's organic standards currently allow com syrup in products labeled organic. Processed foods,
even natural and organic ones, are still
made with ingredients and processes that
may not be good for your health. Veganvegetarian- natural- organic- or not: read
the label and eat unprocessed whole
foods. Your body will thank you and so
may your weight.

this sweetener's popularity in food directly correlates with the rise of obesity.
Health experts do not deny that this
sweetener makes us fat, but only recently has it been accepted that it is more
than the quantity of food that makes us
fat. It was previously believed that it was
not the sweeter itself, but the larder portions that make us fat. People would eat
larger portions of processed foods,
because the high fructose corn syrup
made them cheaper. This is also known
as the super size phenomenon, where
fast food restaurants realized that there is
less than one hundredth of a cent cost
difference between a medium and a
super-sized soda, and another minimal
cost difference in the fries, but that consumers will pay up to a dollar more for a
super-sized meal. Since there is no more
of the expensive meat in the larger meal,
there is no more nutritional value- other
than empty calories.
Simply having more calories,
however, does not completely explain
why high fructose corn syrup makes us Information for this article came from the
fat. The metabolism of the fructose in our following sources. For more information
bodies causes this. While sucrose and see:
glucose are able to be metabolized by
every cell in the body, fructose can only Fast Food Nation: The Dark Side of the
be metabolized in the liver. Fructose All-American Meal, Eric Schlosser.
metabolism takes precedence in the liver Houghton Mifflin, 2001.
over all other functions, causing the liver
to virtually shut down until all the fructose Food Politics: How the Food Indus!
is metabolized. The fructose also causes Influences Nutrition and Health, Marion
the liver to release increased levels of fat Nestle. University of California Press,
into the blood stream in the form of 'bad" 2003.
cholesterol and triglycerides. At the same
time, the liver, unlike the cells in the rest Fatland: How Americans Became th
of the body, does not stimulate the pan- Fattest People in the World, Greg Critser.
creas to produce insulin or produce lep- Houghton Mifflin, 2003.
tin. Both insulin and leptin act as signals
to the brain to turn down the appetite and "Sugar Coated/ We're Drowning in High
control body weight. Fructose also does Fructose Com Syrup. Do the Risks G
not appear to suppress the production of Beyond Our Waistline?" Kim Severson
ghrelin, a hormone that increases hunger
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EdwarQsand Ker~yH~ad Back to School
They will leave no chJ/dbehind. Senously.Hopefully.Maybe.

Tuition at public fou-year colleges has increased 50 percent over the last ten years, but
incomes and financial aid have not kept up. State budget cuts in recent years have forced
public universities to raise their tuition. Both John Kerry and John Edwards have crafted
plans to help students pay for the rising costs.
John Edward's plan to make college more affordable is called College for
Everyone. If a student enrolls in a community college or a public university, the state will
pay for the first year of tuition. All the kid has to do is log in 10 hours of community service a week. John Edwards believes that a part time job improves a student's performance
in college. On his website, he's quoted as saying, "For myself, there was no way I was
going to waste my education when I was paying for it by unloading trucks and working on
road crews."
John Kerry's plan for higher education involves offering a tax credit for college
students and trying to bridge budget deficits. His College Opportunity Tax Credit gives
families with college students a $4,000 tuition tax credit every year. Kerry also has a plan
called Service for College, where students could earn the equivalent of their state's four
year public college tuition in exchange for 2 years of public service. Kerry will help states
struggling with budget deficits resulting from Bush's economic policies with $50 billion to
stop the education cuts and tuition increases across the country.
oth Kerry and Edwards recognize college as a great equalizer and believe that
students with a degree are more likely to succeed, etc. Yet by attaching public service

jBy:Christina Rosetti I

requirements to their plans they're implying that attending college isn't already a public
service. If I've learned one thing in college, it's how to criticize America simply by comparing it with France. In France, the higher education system is mainly public, which
means that the tuition fees are almost fully funded by the state and students have to pay
only a small fee of about 200 dollars. This is because the French believe that when a student chooses to educate themselves they're doing the nation a public service. When you
consider that a person with a degree earns an average 30-40 per cent more than a person without, most students would pay for their degrees by paying their income tax.
In an article for The Chronicle of Higher Education Kerry said that "The greatest
weakness of the American higher-education system is what I see as our nation's inability
to fully recognize that investment in higher education represents an investment in our
human capital and in our young people." When I encountered a Bard student outside of
Kline smoking a cob-pipe with a copy of Ulysses under his arm, I asked him if he believed
his college education was making him a more valuable resource to society. "While I
believe that it is inherently opposed to the core values of education to attempt to assign
arbitrary value judgments on the basic human action of cultivation of the intellect and
imagination, I believe that my education has helped me develop a fuller cognization of the
manifold threads of social interaction which constitute both the failings of our society and
its virtues," he responded. Indeed!

r....
1_,h_e_g_-_S_p_o_t
_____
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jBy:Gus FeldmanI

I want to begin this G-Spot by pointing out the apparent irregualrity of this column. Before
I set off this article I want to throw in a disclaimer: the G-Spot is like brie at Down the Road,
you never know when it's coming and it's always a suprise when it's there. And I write this
because I never know when to expect it either. Sorry Mattos, that's just the way it is.

Sweeny, the CEO of Chartwells himself. Wow! My childhood hero in my own dorm! This
was obviously a big event. They even had excessively enormous scissors to triumphantly cut a phatty red ribbon. I didn't stick around to see who got to do the honor, but I'm sure
the whole display was akward.

One last little preamble: Bard professors, Its a mixed bag. Some of them are undoubtedly life-changing. Life-changing in the sense that they can drop paradigm-breaking notions
like conjunctions, and in the sense that if you work-it they'll be writing you letters of recommendations for the next five years. On the contrary, some of them are a blantant waste
of your tuition. I need to take this oppurtunity to express that Kristin Bayer is the farthest
thing from the latter. If you've ever had a class with her you know what I'm talking about,
she's everything that Thomas Keenan's cracked-up to be (no disrespect to Keenan, I'm
just saying that he has an explosive reputation. The man does good work). If you've never
had a class with her, that sucks for you because she's only set-up to be at Bard till the
end of the year. We as students can change this. If you've taken or are taking a class with
Kristin, or if you just have absolute trust in my discretion, immedietly drop an e-mail to
Michelle Dominy compelling her to hire Kristin for next year.

If this was such a celebratory occasion, how come no students were invited? In fact, the
only sort of notification the college extended to students was a measly flier on the door of
Manor saying that the lounge was going to be closed on Sunday night so ServiceMaster
could clean it for the Cale's Grand Opening. This makes me wonder, whose interests are
really being fullfilled with the opening of the cafe?

(flAlright, I'm done. Let's kick this:
WHO STOLE BARD'S LUNCH MONEY?
Today I got the oppurtunity to ride one of the new shuttles. I'm sure most everybody has
seen them by now. They're mad chic, they're tinier ..,l'm no physicist, but they look more
aerodynamic than the former bulkier shuttle, and oh, lastly, they smell like fish. Maybe cod
to be more specific, well, at least this last one I just rode on did. I'm praying that this was
a singular, isolated incident and that they aren't all running on bio-cod oil-diesel mixtures.
Or damn, maybe I do want that.
But regardless to the smell or the aerodymancy of the new shuttles, they signify a new
expediture of the college. Whether you determine the new shuttles beneficial or not, this
is where our tuition is going. The new shuttles are just one of the cornucopia of new
expenses Bard has acquired since intercession. Among them are wireless internet systems and sensor-activated urinals in the Campus Center. But for the qulk of this article I
want to discuss the most appearant allocation of our tuition that has emerged since intercession:
The Manor Cafe
Alright, I've heard Botstein's criticism of student distaste with the cafe that he uses to
immedietly discredit dissenting students. The Boss says that students were previously
protesting the absence of a north campus cafe and now that we have one, students are
protesting its presence. Maybe Botstein needs to recognize that the student body is not a
singular, homogenous, like-minded entity.
I, for one, am not completely opposed to the cafe. Even though I would rather see the
money allocated elsewhere, I do eat breakfast there every weekday morning (shit ain't
open on the weekend) and I gotta admit, the food has got a couple notches up on Kline.
The amount of food one gets through the ABC card swipe meal exchange is miniscule and
when you eat lunch there, all the good food is exempt from meal exchange. Flank steak,
swordfish fillet, smoked salmon omlet? It seems pretty clear that the Manor Cafe was constructed primarily in the interest of complimenting the PAC.
Another grievance a lot of people (primarily Manor residents) have with the cafe is that
during its construction, power outages and walking up in the morning to find that there's
no hot water became common occurances. Would you put up with sporadic power and
water outages if you were living in a $600/month apartment? Hopefully not, but since Bard
is a "non-profit" (remember Leon pockets $200,000+ annually for his salary
(guidestar.com]), educational institution Manor residents are expected to deal with it. But
on't worry, Res-Life made up for the semester of Manor's sub-normal conditions by
hrowing Manor/Mannex residents a party! They even got us sushi and pizza! All of which
as gone within 10 minutes.
Even though it had been open for more than a week, last Monday was the official grand
pening of the Manor cafe. I happened to be there eating my 11:00 breakfast in my pajamas {I live in Mannex) and socks. Linda, who works in the cafe, has since informed me
hat I have to wear shoes. I was getting my usual tofu breakfast burrito when I noticed how
nderdressed I was. Surrounding me was a plethora of middle-aged white men who I had
never seen before, all wearing delicately tailored suits. Not before long, the wt)ole upperrust of the Bard administration poured in. I started conversing with Jim Brudvig and Jon
Kelly Jr., while seeing Leon, Dimitri, and the like convene in the former dormitory lounge.
im informed me that among the finely dressed men that I couldn't identify was Steve
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While on my way to class the other day, I ran into some friends working for B&G. They
were preparing the construction of the two-hundred room expansion onto Robbins. They
were saying that the massive room expansion, being set to extend off the side of Robbins
reaching close to Mannex, is going to accomadate the overflow of students. Several of
them even concurred that this will be necessary once Bard kicks all students out of Manor.
What! It looks like the rumor of Manor becoming a bed & breakfast is not the mere chatter of paranoid students. B&G workers, the people that oversee all construction and
mechanical transformation on campus, were attesting to these speculations. Wow, the
thought of a Manor Bed & Breakfast...it seems that everyday Bard is becoming less like
an educational institution and more like an amusement park for aristocratic, "cultured" liberals.
But since there still are students residing in Manor, the objective to have the Manor lounge
serve as both a dormitory lounge (ready to house Melon Grant lectures and workshops,
parties, ol' fashion sittin' 'round the fireplace, reading, etc.) and a dinning room for the
cafe, has proved itself to be a difficult task. For the first days of the cafe, tables and chairs
were occupying the previously vast and open wood floors, while the door to the lounge
was locked. Since then the door was left open, but the tables and chairs still stood, preventing the lounge from being what it was. This past weekend, though, marked achievement in making the space serve both purposes. There were parties in the lounge on both
Friday and Saturday. Miraculously, most of the tables and chairs were placed elsewhere
{Im' not exactly sure where). But unlike last year, parties in Manor Lounge no longer come
without a price. After having booked the lounge three weeks in advance, LASO president,
Casi Kolbjornson, was informed by Student Activities, at the last minute, that she or LASO
was expected to-pay a $50 fee to the Aramark corporation for cleaning the space after the
party. Casi tried to tell Student Activities that getting ServiceMaster/Aramark to clean the
space was unnecessary because the LASO crew was willing to tidy up. Student Activities
insisted that this $50 is mandatory when holding events at Manor Lounge, because they
cannot ensure that students will execute a satisfactory cleaning job. Due to her resilience,
Casi "I dont take shit from no-one!" Kolbjornson evaded the fifty-dollar fee. But in the
future, you may not be so lucky.
Alright, Bard pays Aramark $1.5M annually for their custodial and management services,
and students and clubs still have to feed this Philadelphia-based mega-corporation fifty
bones if we want to hold an event in Manor? I'm sorry, I'm not too hot on these Aramark
cats right now. They are ripping everyone off, their workers, the administration, and us,
the students. Just to give you a taste of the extent to which they are degrading our institution: every year the annual payment Bard forks over to Aramark has increased due to
COLA (Cost Of Living increase, COLA increases are usually around 2-4%). Meanwhile,
the hourly base rate for the Aramark janitorial staff has not altered for 10 years. That's
right, the starting wage for Aramark/ServiceMaster workers in 1994 was $9.30/hr, the
same that it is today in 20041 The 1994 contract between ServiceMaster and SEIU
(Service Employees International Union, they represent both ServiceMaster/Aramark and
B&G workers), stipulates that the base wage for custodians was supposed to undergo an
annual increase of 4%. This increase was never enacted, and conveniently any language
referring to the COLA increase was absent from the 1997 contract. By not enacting the
COLA increase, the Aramark/Service corporation has pocketed $1.3M over the course of
1O years. This is almost the amount of money Bard annually pays Aramark. Bard isn't getting its money worth. The office of Jim Brudvig pays Aramark/ServiceMaster more and
more, while custodial workers never see any of these annual increases. Due to the 1994
contract, if you are a Aramark/ServiceMaster custodian working at Bard for ten years or
more, Aramark has literally stole more than $33,000 from your paycheck!
Simultaneously, we see the Aramark corporation keep their workers in economic stagnancy, cheat Bard by demanding more money every year and then not allocate it to where it
is needed, and lastly now they want to skim some more dough of the convocation fund.
We as students, we as an institution, we as workers, we as a community cannot let
Aramark bully us around like this. Stand up to Aramark. Don't let them touch the convocation fund. Hold parties in Manor, but refuse to pay the $50 clean up fee. Trust me,
Aramark can afford it.
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The ehilosophy of Suicide
A Call for Something Real

!BY Andres Zambrano

In order to suNive we must kill ourselves first. I am not talking about a physical death, but
an ideological death. I have asked random individuals these simple questions: Why are
you alive? What are you here on Earth? "I don't know," is the most common answer. Not
only have I asked our classmates but also older people, and sometimes children, and the
answer is usually the same. After thinking for more than a minute those questions grab us
by the neck and they start to strangle us up to the point where we drown in denial.
Our generation is growing in a time of fear, terrorism, technology, and disbelief;
this air feels a little too heavy ... too ... too dense. We have seen the destructive power of
our military; we have seen the real effects of war ... A child, in a comer of an empty room,
looking for his mother but all he encounters are flashes of light and in a matter of seconds
he hears the indiscriminate voice of destruction and pieces of glass fly in the air and the
crying of innocent souls penetrate him only to sleep in the crux of his heart. Who has the
iron-heart to explain to him why this is happening? Is there an explanation? Who is strong
enough to see him cry? Please open the door and let me out because Guilt pulls on my
hair so hard ... too hard! These two hands are not big enough and that child cries and
cries. WHAT ARE WE WAITING FOR? We are no longer in Paradise; God chose to condemn us and punish us because of his/her own inability to communicate. A good father is
the one that helps you start the fire of reason and stands next to you. God failed to do
that. Eve's mistake was not enough; God knew that she was going to be tempted. God
wanted it this way. In one of his/her many fits of anger God·says: "For you are dust, and
to dust shall you return." That sentence is the cradle of our terrifying fear: Death. We must
acknowledge by r;iowthat God functions only as a metaphor, we must destroy this illusion
in order to obtain freedom and once and for all face our fear of nothingness.
If the "I don't know," exists as part of human nature then we are condemned to
our clocks and patiently or desperately await our inevitable death. If not, then we must
answer Friedrich Nietzche when he asks us: "Are you genuine? or only an actor? A representative? Or that itself which is represented?" These questions, which we might not be
willing to respond, require filtered honesty and an understanding of our own selves. If we
fail to answer, then Nietzche already answered his own question by insulting us: "-Finally
you are no more than an imitation of an actor ... " What is the value of walking around holding a smile and waiving your hands when we don't really mean it? Notice: You don't make
me happier when you ask about my break. I feel a stronger attachment when you open
yourself and let awkward silences move the electrons, all around, in all sorts of weird
directions just so I can feel the burning butterilies in my stomach. I don't want to be alone
anymore and I am confident that you feel the same. LET'S FALL IN LOVE. Let's abolish
the idea of God, and let's construct a real ideology where commuoal love and education
become our sources of nourishment. There is no way out but change.
God of mine, if you knew what was like to be a man,
Then today you would know how to be God;
However, since you were and are always well,
Then you cannot feel anything for your own creation.
And man does suffer you: then God is that man!!!
The Eternal Dice, Cesar Vallejo

You and I are extremely privileged. Who has not discussed the poor children in
Africa, the suffering going on in developing countries, the president's stupidity? You and I
are hypocrites, abusers of luck, corruptors of sympathy, and cruel liars. "Sighs, short and
infrequent, were exhaled,/ And each man fixed his eyes before his feet" (The Wasteland,
T.S. Eliot). It is time to raise our heads and embrace all the warm looks and smile when
you mean to smile. We don't need to hear the Obvious. Let us work together in this procession of progress. Don't whisper in my ear your good intentions, get up and do something. Let's be less talkative and more action driven. Prayers and good intentions are good
but in this world they do not have any nutritional value. They are only rocks in our hearts.
Vallejo is correct when he points out God's inefficiency; God does not have to suffer, we
do. Let's erase the, " I don't know," and let's repair the Earth's lungs so the cool air can
suNive thus future generations won't have to burn in the fire of history's frustration. Let's
play the only game that we know, but let's follow the simple rules so everyone has the
same opportunity.
When was the last time you cried? Why did you cry? And what do you think during those five minutes before you fall asleep? For me, the answers for those questions
hold enormous information about who we are and why we are ... We are already Kafka's
gigantic insects, and the world won't accept our new shape, our new brain, and our new
skills but we mustn't die because of anyone's apples. WE MUST SURVIVE AND SURVIVE! Come out from your hole, and see the light, and be the light. SuNiving might be a
form of suffering; however, I believe that if we work together we might be able to alleviate
some else's pain. I don't know: Gaza Strip, AIDS, poverty, depression, injustice, famine,
loneliness, monotony, sadness, emptiness. etcetera, and etcetera, and etcetera ... I don't
know ... I don't know.
The other day I inteNiewed a security guard and I asked him what were his plans
for the future, and his answer contained the torturing reality and the suffocating expecta-
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tions of Patience. "I'm done," he said. Slow down - he is not the only one. There are millions of Americans who feel the same way, and I don't want to even think outside this
empire; the Obvious is a hurt monster that we ignore because of its horrifying ugliness.
We created that monster in order to feel normal, to give us something to talk about, to
travel with our expensive cameras and our overweight wealth. Then we look at its fierce
and sad eyes and photograph it only to show around those pictures to other hypocrites
like you and me. We created the heart of darkness and all of its dirty lies. Destroy the corrupt pigs - some animals are not more equal than others.
My mother stopped doing things for herself a long time ago. Now she is still
around because she has to protect her children. But what if her children died? Should she
die along or should she continue? And why continue if the blows just keep getting stronger
and stronger? The truth is that she thinks she is done and she hopes her sacrifice will take
a different shape. It is now my opportunity to try to attempt the "I don't know'' so at her age
I don't have to sentence myself with the "I'm done." Let me confess something to you: I
don't know and I don't know. I'm extremely confused and something tells me that a lot of
you feel the same. What do we do? Yes! A party at the old gym, a ride to the Mobil, shopping, getting laid, intoxication and so many created instances only to fill up the time sheet
so at the end of the day you can get a fatter paycheck that would help you to create more
instances for you to keep getting a fatter and fatter paycheck. We are all a bunch of laughing, crying selfish, greedy liars. As you can see we have been falling into the infinite spiral where we hallucinate God.
If you are not willing to die, then help me die. I am tired and I do not want to be
waiting any longer. I want you to hug me, and cuddle with me and make me feel what I
feel for you: love. I don't want to have this face, or this body, or this voice, because I don't
expect for you to see me in this comical outfit. I am not this outfit, but we are blinded, and
you cannot see me. If you could only see what I truly feel then this outfit would melt in our
passion for life. I want to become one with you but is it possible? Is this love going to have
a place to sleep tonight or is it going to remain cold and homeless? I am ready to accept
tragedy ...
"Out, out, brief candle! Life's but a walking shadow, a poor player, that struts and frets his
hour upon stage and then is heard no more. It is a tale told by an idiot, full of sound and
fury, signifying nothing."
-Macbeth, William Shakespeare
I want to die and I want you to die with me. If we die then the system will collapse only to give birth to a new baby, that we will teach revolutionary ideas of love and
education. God has been punishing us for thousand of years, and today's civilization
seems weaker than ever. Now it's a good time to stab the decadent body and put it to
sleep, but we must visit the tomb to remember. This new movement of honest compassion will not hear the tempting songs of those corrupted mermaids that convince all of our
own nakedness and nothingness. We will suNive only if we remember not to forget those
details that are so intimate that even if God existed, he/she wouldn't be able to steal them
away. Details ... details ... like that day when we were brushing our teeth together and you
were making faces and I was making faces, and then I saw a little spark in your eyes and
I burst out laughing because at that instant I didn't feel alone. That spark is inside a wooden box, and this box I keep in this bleeding chest, and every single time I breath the spark 'i1 '7/
feels the oxygen and gets up. This box it's only for me to open. The pain is easily annihi- U U
lated when I open the box and remember you. Those details are the only thing I have, and
sometimes they hurt but it couldn't be a sweeter pain. I eternally miss you.
I am sad because you do not truly love me and help that evil creation God, to
make me feel empty. Let's stop lying to ourselves and let's live a concrete abstraction
where God only exists as a painful memory. If you still need God, then let God be a prostitute for love.
Help me die, only so I can come back as a formless energy body to live in you,
around you and within you and be forever good and be forever in love ... only the most precious detail.
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he Observer would like to apologize to Maxwell Leer. One o
he paragraphs to his article "Food torThought" was inadvertent
ly omittedY
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Super E}owlBreast Exposure.. Pat is one of our most reliabl
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Then they bring up the half•fO.ITT!eQ:poJpt,.aboutSrj~~e~p?.~re'.
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assume, tt:i~-~ame complexity that art_does; )Jiere is no_naqtto.(Jo. ~n art,icte_.:..i!Tagt~e
a r,Jew*ork Times .·
where an author wrote something. ~Q9
then later.e!pla1®d t~a! 11w~sn't hls_pr hrr~~l~ef,Jt wasmeJJIY
t~e belief
the_ narrator; who they had ~u~o.sely creatEld m order ~o •
I would also venl\/re to ~dd that tf B1UShakespeare},:ere wntexpl-0rethe ironic element in Amert.ca•~war·on terro®rn-~· NobodY,WOtJld~ve anyJucking. clue wh~ 1sgoing O.?.\
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In the end, it all breaks c;iow/-i
to charactei':. Arewe going lo sit Mre w,d hide behind our pathetic fear$ an,d worries, or arE;y.~_go1ngto_put our cards on !h~ ta~le and
play to win? Toe only thing wors_ethan not publtshing a criticism of an -Officethat.is:f,ot doing their job at B_ardwoul~ be ..to_silently work for ~n office t~at you know is~_fuckingthe
students over. It these "Bard Ratin·gs• students find that they have something to say,then they shovld say 1t. As for the point about not wanting to be involved m the mner workings of the Observer" and •maintaining simple, unobserved Bard lives" I wish to apologize, I'~ sorry, members of the Bard R}1tingsEmpir~, but yo~ are ~embers of_the~uman
race, and if you're going to participate in a public discourse, you're going to have to interact with that community._ If you don t want to be involved m the inner workings of the
ObseNer, don't send us your shit. Walk your ass,cjown to Henderson, print out a bunch of copies of your article,
hand them out.
,
.
It is for these reasons that il ls our policy to not print anonymous ar11cles. Stnce there ls virtually no responsibility for the author to provide any sort of truth m an anonymous article, we are not going to slap our names oh i!. We understand that the Observer is a subjective institution, and that the content does in some way relate to our editorial
vision. If an author is not willing to stand by his or her beliefs, we wil[ not stand by them either. It's that simple.
I'll sign this article. Bring the Ruckus.
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And so it was that Sharpton, along with his two legal counterparts, waged a public relations war against the two men - and proxy them against the "white police" in general - by
appearing on television shows like Phil Donahue and The Morton Downey, Jr. Show.
Shortly after Brawley's mother failed to show up to testify, and a warrant was issued
for her arrest, two of Sharpton's associates quit, asserting that Sharpton had known that
Brawley was lying from his initial meeting with the family. Eventually the case faded away,
and the last time it made the news was when Steven Pagones won a defamation lawsuit
against Maddox, Mason, and Sharpton for $345,000, and against Brawley for $185,000.
What does Sharpton have to say about t,is involvement in this case now? When
asked by the Associated Press if he wished to apologize, he responded "Apologize for
what? For believing a young lady... When people around the country know that I stood up
for an innocent young lady... I think it will help me." Later, when asked by The Washington
Post in March of 2003 whether he had any sympathy for Pagones, Sharpton responded
that he couldn't, because Brawley" ...identified Pagones ... I cannot turn around in what I
said I believed." Finally, when asked about the Brawley case in The New York Daily News
in July 2003, Sharpton responded that "Juries are proven wrong every day."
Flash forward four years, to the funeral entourage of the Lubavitcher Rebbe
Menahem Schneerson on August 19, 1991. It was on that day that one of the cars in the
rebbe's entourage, a station wagon driven by a man named Yosef Ulsh, accidentally
careened off the road and hit two innocent black children standing on the side of the road,
seven-year-old Gavin Cato (who died) and his cousin of the same age, Angela Cato (who
survived with bad injuries). When Lifsh left the station wagon with the intention of helping
the child he had hit, violence immediately erupted; Ulsh was in the process of being beaten and robbed before police arrived and carted him away to an ambulance, and then, having removed the subject of the crowd's anger, tried to help save the two children. As this
went on, an African American man described by witnesses as "tall and bald headed"
began leading a chant of" Jews, Jews, Jews", after which he encouraged the mob to break
up into groups and destroy any1hing Jewish in sight. Among the Jewish things destroyed
was a 29-year-old ultra-Orthodox Jew, Yankel Rosenbaum, who was beaten and stabbed
by the mob which then fled as police arrived on the scene. Police managed to capture
one of the men, Lemrick Nelson, Jr., and brought him to the hood of Rosenbaum's car,
where the dying man made an identification before he passed away.
At the scene of Nelson's trial arrives Mr. Sharpton. Sharpton, along with several
other black activists, immediately began referring to Gavin Cato's death as a "murder",
even going so far as to say that Cato's name should be added to the list "that includes the
four girls who got killed in Birmingham one morning" and that of "brother Malcolm X".
Sharpton also called for Lifsh's arrest, and violently repudiated a reporter who asked him
whether he would call for the arrests of black motorists who had killed white pedestrians
in similar circumstances. Despite the lack of precedent, a grand jury was convened, but
despite its verdict that there was no cause for Lifsh's indictment, Sharpton continued to
demand a full investigation of Lifsh's case. This occurred even after Nelson was acquitted of Rosenbaum's murder by an entirely non-white jury.
The culmination of Sharpton's involvement in the Crown Heights Affair came during
Cato's funeral, when Sharpton delivered the following oration, from which I excerpt:
"Yes, it was a social accident... it was an accident to allow an apartheid ambulance service in the middle of Crown Heights .... Have we lost all our moral fiber? ... Talk about how
Oppenheimer in South Africa sends diamonds straight to Tel Aviv and deals with the diamond merchants right here in Crown Heights ... All we want is what Jesus said: if you
offend one of these little ones, you got to pay for it. No kaffe klastch, no skinnin' and grinnin'. Pay for your deeds ... We will win because we're strong. God is on our side."
Immediately following this speech, more riots ensued. This Sharpton speech was
also frequently quoted during more anti-Jewish riots four years later, in 1995, by the New
York City African-American community. This new series of riots started when the United
House of Prayer - a black-owned landlord with large holdings in Harlem - raised the rent
on Freddy's Fashion Mart, causing the white Jewish owner to raise the rent on his subtenant, a black-owned music store. Sharpton exploited the subsequent landlord-tenant
dispute to incite racial hatred, and beyond simply requoting some of the more generic passages of the above speech, Sharpton wrote some new ones just for the occasion:
"We will not stand by and allow them to move this brother so that some white interloper
can expand his business ... We're going to see that this cracker suffers."

People in the crowd spat at blacks who had the audacity to enter the establishment as
"traitors" and "Unce Toms" and chanted "Burn down the Jew store!" while simulating the
action of striking a match. Sharpton did nothing to quell these actions. He was conveniently absent on December 8, 1995, when ol")e of his protesters shot four of the store's
employees point-blank and then roasted the other seven alive by bumiog the store to the
ground.
I know what the critics of my positions are going to say. They are going to claim that
in the Tawana Brawley affair, Sharpton was guilty of nothing more than simply believing
the lies of a seemingly-innocent young girl, and that during the Crown Heights and landlord affairs he was guilty of nothing more than delivering speeches which were interpreted by overzealous listeners to be calls to violence. I would counter them by making the
following points.
In the case of the Tawana Brawley affair, one must bear in mind that several members of Sharpton's legal team quit during the proceedings, claiming that Sharpton knew
that Brawley was lying and was continuing his campaign for PR purposes. That allegation
aside, there is also the fact to consider that - in spite of the overwhelming evidence that
Brawley was guilty - Sharpton not only continued to provide her with defense, to which
she was entitled, but also continued to wage a propaganda war against Steven Pagones.
Even ii you buy for a moment the claim that Sharpton did believe in Brawley's innocence
from beginning to end, would you really want somebody as your President who can be so
easily duped by the transparent lies of a teenage girl and then use those lies to ruin the
reputation of an innocent man? This is an intelligent and politically astute man. Does he
still b~lieve Tawana's fabrication; or is it that he refuses to acknowledge his error in judgement? Leadership should not be judged on one's ability to incite a crowd, but on one's
moral integrity to evaluate one's own weaknesses or mistakes, acknowlege ~them and
make amends for them. Can America afford to have another leader who won't do that?
As for the Crown Heights and landlord riots, my critics will claim that Sharpton was
never present during any of the riots, and never threw one stone or punch against Jews
or any other groups. This is true; but it is also true that Sharpton delivered many inflammatory speeches that held either flagrant or concealed hatespeech against whites in general and Jews specifically. Sharpton was aware of the volatile climate he was in, that is
why he came to Crown Heights and New York City. Delivering speeches that evoke negative passions against a particular group of people qualifies, at the very least, as the oratorical equivalent of shouting lire in a crowded theater and, at most, as an effort to continue further riots against innocent people for personal gain. If you are going to argue that
Sharpton didn't know what the consequences would be of his speeches, do you really
want as President a man who can't even gauge the potential consequences of his own
words?
However, I must here and now concede one point. I don't believe that Al Sharpton
is really running for President. I believe that Al Sharpton is a very bright man with a very
keen grasp on reality who is fully aware of the incredibly slight possibility of him getting
the nominatation. No, what Al Sharpton really wants is to be a more powerful Jesse
Jackson, the next "go-to" guy for the black community. In New York City, Sharpton has a
widespread reputation of being able to provide the political figure of his choice with the
votes of a substantial percentage of the African American bloc, which is the reason most
of New York City's mayoral candidates meet with Sharpton at least once during their campaigns. I believe Sharpton's ultimate hope is to play this same role on a national level •
he hopes to be the one man any future candidate for national office has to consult in order
to win America's black vote, a role that could potentially give him incredible influence at
the highest levels of power.
Given the nature of Sharpton's oratorical tactics and his less-than-tolerant views, I
believe this possibility to be a dire one at best.
So I urge you, Bard reader - the next time you see Al Sharpton on your television,
and you have that overwhelming feeling of admiration when he fails to act like the buffoon
that his critics and the media have painted him to be (an image I believe Sharpton encourages for precisely this kind of low-expectation-pay-off advantage), remember the Tawana
Brawley affair. Remember the Crown Heights riots. And do some of your own research on
the views of this man, or any man, who ever asks you to bestow upon him the greatest
honor you can give an individual in a democracy - your vote.

Oh, Grow Up ...
Konstantin Defends His Honor
Attending Bard College has been a wonderful and rewarding experier.ce for me. The intelligence and exuberance of both the faculty and student body has impressed me. The
Princeton Review recently rated us to be the most liberal school in the country, and the
fourth most politically active. These things make me proud to a Bard student, and appreciative that we are, at least to an extent, different from the countless other small liberal
arts schools.
However, as I've discovered, there can be a downside to this collection of exuberance and liberalism. There exists at Bard a certain naivete which is different from that
of other colleges. It is in many ways quite charming and endearing. However, at the same
time, this naivete, this spirit of free expression and unquestioned idealism, can have unexpectedly negative consequences.
Specifically here, I refer to an article on page 3 of the February 17th edition of
the Free Press, "Sexism and the Playground". There Christine Neumann describes an
incident that convinced her that sexism is indeed alive and well, even at a progressive
institution such as Bard. I'll let you read the specifics of her case on your own, but what it
boiled down to was the following:

'TA Professor] then asked us to identify some large
violators of human rights. When I spoke the words
"the United States" I don't think I was prepared for
the reaction I received . . . One particular student ...
smirked both patronizingly and condescendingly and
said 'Grow up' as if I were a little girl."

Before I continue, let me clearly identify myself in this as the student who said
'Grow Up." The author goes on to describe how upset she was that despite her $40,000
nnual investment, the professor did not rebuke me for my comment and further conludes that because of my remark, I am both a sexist, and still oh the metaphorical playround, not ready to engage in adult conversations.
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This is where the aforementioned naivete rears its ugly head. Regardless of
whether or not my comment was proper or not, the article completely failed to make any
sort of logical connections between the conclusion and the supporting evidence. The fact
is, however, that at Bard, any opinion is encouraged, and people are too afraid to criticize
one another when someone says or writes something patently ridiculous. If this same article were to be submitted to any other school's newspaper, the editors would have pointed out the weaknesses in Christine's piece, and either rejected it, or at least asked her to
supply more evidence. Instead we see these logical gaps go largely unchallenged at
Bard, as we all pat ourselves on the backs for being such an open minded institution.
After the class I apologized to the author, because I believed it was rude of me
to say that in an open class forum. I realize now that no apology was warranted. By fail·
ing to bring up any evidence of sexism, and despite writing an article accusing at least two
people at Bard of being sexist, she has convinced me that we need more such reality
checks at Bard.
Along these same lines, Ms. Neumann's comment in the class was in fact completely ridiculous, and should have been rejected outright by the professor if we weren't
so worried about everyone's feeling here. The class was one on American Foreign Policy.
Operative word being foreign. Bringing up the United States showed a clear lack of understanding of the context of the discussion. Furthermore, to put the United States, which had
admittedly a less than stellar human right record, in the same league as countries like
China, Saudi Arabia, Russia, Malaysia, and North Korea suggests to me that too long
have we ignored common sense at Bard and pretended that every opinion is equally valid.
Hers was a· silly, juvenile reply completely lacking any understanding of the issues, and
thus needed to be pointed out as such. I would similarly urge others to try and take a step
back occasionally and consider things, and ii warranted, point out to people when they're
being ridiculous.
As she pointed out, we're paying $40,000 to be here; with that in mind we
shouldn't be wasting everyone's time by pretending that just because it's an opinion, it has
validity. Perhaps we can get some real work done then.

Bullshi

HORRORSCOPES

Sagittarius: November 22-December 21: The heavenly forces have contacted me and

they told me to keep these horoscopes short due to layout problems. Bet high on the full
house, they're bluffing.
Capricorn: December 22-January 19: Sorry about that kidney stone.
AquariASS: January 20-February 17: The only song lamer than "Age of Aquarius" is
"Incense and Peppermints."
Pisces: February 18- March 19: Happy 21st birthday Tom, Soph, and the More ltchin'.
Life will bring you puppies.
Aries: March 20-April 19: You will receive mail from Student Accounts in the near future.
If you fill the envelope with rose petals and send it back, your Stafford loans will be forgiven.
Taurus: April 20-May 19: Carrie Bradshaw is finally dead. I hope that bitch burns in hell
with the rest of the materialists who watch that fucked up, half-hour long commercial for
shoes that no one can afford.
Gemini: May 20-June 20: On December 25th, 2003, Stone Cold Steve Austin was busy
entertaining the troops in Iraq. "Let's lay the smack-down on Saddam's candy-ass," he
screamed, as he downed a Coors light. Jesus issued an edict shortly after the perform-

!BYMike"TheWinner"Walters

ance, vowing to return to Earth on May 28, 2011. When asked why he is waiting so long,
Jesus replied, "We're currently developing weapons of mass destruction such as the
smite bomb, and the pestilence missile. These things take time."
Cancer: June 21-July 21: The spirits wish to speak to you directly. Don't turn off your cell
phone.
Leo: July 22-August 22:
The only way Leo could be more fucked up is if it was named Carl. Fat, balding Italian
men should not have their own constellations.
Virgo: August 23-September 21:
It's amazing how pissed off people get when they feel like their horoscope is bullshit.
They feel cheated. Somehow these people bullshit themselves to the point where they
actually believe a bunch of over general predictions that are pissed onto a page haphazardly. If you spot someone reading these predictions, feel free to borrow money from
them and not pay it back.
Libra: September 22-October 22:Don't shit in the sink.
Scorpio: October 23-Novernber 21: A sewer rat will bite your left pinky toe.

First to Finish? You win a 22oz Guiness! Send Answers to Jeremy Low

Down.
1. Old, slangily.
2. Bulgarian st. John--.
3. Nightwear.
4. Dangerous or "to guess"
5. Necessary Fatty Acid.
6. Southern univerity.
7. Seinfeld, e.g.
8. Drop the dime, say.
9. Delayed.
10. Insult, slangily.
11. 37 Acr.'s father.
13. Regional Oral History grp.
(acronym).
14. Sheetz's boast.
15. Virtual programming language.
19. A.C. Slater, e.g.
22. "Praise of Folly" author.
24. Golden Arches, i.e.
26. Found in piss.

Across:
1. Descended to Hades for a lady.
8. Sympathic disease (acronym).
12. Positive road to God's existence.
16. -Dushku ("Bring It On").
17. The answer is "tottasie" (trust
me).
18. Indian Prince.
19. Education station.
20. For all to use (acronym).
21. •Are not" retort.
23. -ATA (comp. stand.).
25. Banal.
27. Piece or newsbit.
28. Age: bronze or iron, e.g.
29. Anno Domini.
30. At (lat.).
31. Mass. college.
32. Common hail.
33. AOL invention.
34. Ave Maria, e.g.
36. -- Verstappen (F1 Driver).
37. The real first in flight.
39. Celestial brother.
40. There (fr.)
41. Feline exuberance.
43. Some comp. monitors ..
44. His or her (fr.).
45. American Art group.
46. Like an ocean of particles.
51. A public place to a Frenchman.
52. A reproof.
54. After which we'd all be blind.
58. Plotting.
59. Appoin1ed,e.g.

27. Moron, say.
30. Internet preceder.
31. ·---Kids" (novel
series).
33. Pissed off Catholics.
35. --Romeo. ·
36. Ruling group (think: Jakar- Answers To
ta).
! s lT :,A •
38. Thorax's neighbor.
;il A V
41 . Twin of 39 Acr.
42. Village Bro's hangout.
44. Fantasy TV channel.
47. Famous pet doctor.
48. Like this clue (incompetent)
49. Ireland for the Irish.
50. US Agency for 1 Own.
52. iTunes file format
53. Japanese news network.
55. Each.
56. Worst magazine ever.
57. It's "EE" (seriously).
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